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Letter from the Editor
by Jeff Schweitzer

Mind Game
Every flight is a result of hundreds of

decisions, large and small, beginning days
before the flight and ending only when the
prop stops spinning. During weather briefings,
pre-flight and run-up, pilots have the luxury
of time to evaluate risk while climbing the
decision tree. Following rotation, however,
time is often in short supply, and decisions
have to be made quickly and confidently.
Rational choices made with minimal emotion,
expediently but not hurriedly, help ensure that
one successful landing follows each take off.
Landing without bending metal means that
decisions made were reasonably good, or
that the pilot made some bad choices but
got lucky. Most pilots have experienced both
circumstances.
Bad decisions, even with an acceptable
outcome, require some attention, and honest
evaluation, to avoid perpetuating undesirable
behavior. Well known traps leading to poor risk
assessment and bad choices, such as fatigue,
a strong desire to get home, the need to attend
an important meeting, or overconfidence in
one’s abilities, have been discussed at great
length in general aviation literature. These
pressures remain an important element in
accidents, but all share the characteristic
of being fairly easy to overcome with a little
discipline or forethought. This is where some
introspection and planning can go a long way.
Arriving a day in advance of a big meeting, or
buying a refundable commercial ticket as a
backup, virtually eliminates the killer meeting
problem. Assessing one’s own level of fatigue
is notoriously difficult, but even fatigue can be
conquered readily (assuming no underlying
pathology) by preventing its arrival in the first
place with some careful scheduling.
But a different category exists in which pitfalls
and traps are not as amenable to introspection
or advanced planning. Mental state, in general,
is more difficult to assess than, for example,
whether a pilot is being pushed beyond
safe limits due to scheduling challenges.
We are asking our brain to evaluate its own
internal condition, and complete disinterest is
difficult to achieve. Being angry, aggravated,
depressed or frustrated are conditions that in
themselves cloud reason, and the ability, even
the desire, to honestly self-evaluate. The result
can be that a pilot in a troubled state of mind
is willing to take risks significantly greater than
when calm and happy.
Our continuing quest to promote safety has
therefore led us to the theme of this issue, the
psychology of flying. What factors affect our
decision-making? How can we use a better
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understanding of human psychology
to enhance the safety of our flights?
Are there tools to help us overcome
our natural tendency to dismiss
or explain away our own frailties?
How do we evaluate conflicting or
contradictory information? (Does
the set of all sets that do not contain
themselves contain itself?)
Our regular columnists tackle this issue
head-on. Mary Bryant challenges you with
questions concerning learning and perception,
and Bob Conrad discusses the dangers of
distractions. In addition, in a series of three
provocative articles, previously published in
Flight Safety Australia, Captain Dan Maurino,
Professor James Reason and Dr. Bob
Helmreich take on these tough questions.
The authors challenge how we think about
aviation safety, and upset some of our basic
assumptions about the human factor in aviation
accidents. Much of the analysis done in these
articles come from study of the airlines, and in
one case, surgical teams. But the conclusions
all relate directly to general aviation. Many
thanks to Mark Wolff, Editor in Chief, of Flight
Safety Australia, for permission to publish the
articles for the benefit of MMOPA. The articles
have been edited slightly to fit the format and
style of this magazine (and because I have
control issues).

Turbine Redux

The subject of turbine engines is simply too
grand to capture comprehensively in a single
treatment, so we continue our discussion from
the winter treatise. In this issue, Dan Lawson
delves into some practical aspects of JetProp
ownership and operation, giving us the benefit
of yet another pilot’s perspective. Cody
Ramsey continues the discussion of turbine
basics. As we have done here, we will be
periodically supplementing our two regular
columns devoted to kerosene, as appropriate,
in future issues. But piston drivers need not
fear a swing away from our beloved engines,
for no other reason that I am still puttering
along behind one myself, and I have a highly
parochial world view.
I recently had the pleasure of hitching a ride
from Austin, Texas to Hutchinson, Kansas, in
a friend’s PC-12, on my way to pick up my PA46 after four months of hangar duty. Beyond
the obvious point that I was riding a turbine to
pick up a wounded piston engine (the opposite
arrangement is probably less common), one
can not help but be impressed by the turbine
engine’s reliability, performance, and lack of
vibration. Upon arrival in Kansas I learned that
a new SB had just been issued for a crankcase

problem in certain Lycoming engines (soon
to be an AD, see below), further reinforcing
the disparity between turbine and piston
reliability. While not immediately within reach,
I am heartened by the availability of such an
amazing powerplant. All of us yearning for Jet
A can always dream.

AD of the Month Club

Speaking of nightmares, an emergency
airworthiness directive (2002-04-51) was
issued by the FAA on February 11, 2002, and
sent to all owners of Textron Lycoming LTIO-540
and TIO-540 engines, including those installed
on the PA-46-350P. The AD was prompted
by reports of 14 crankshaft failures in the
engines, rated at 300 HP or higher, that were
assembled with crankshafts manufactured
from March 1, 1999, through December 31,
1999. The condition, if not corrected, could
lead to total engine power loss. The AD lists
all the affected serial numbers. Compliance
with the AD is required within 10 hours, which
will surely have passed by the time you read
this. Does the pain ever end?

Errata

In the previous issue, the color illustrations in
the article by Ron Cox were courtesy of Pratt &
Whitney Canada. The acknowledgement was
inadvertently omitted. Our thanks to Pratt &
Whitney for providing the material.

Quotes of the Month
Experience is that marvelous thing that enables
you to recognize a mistake when you make it
again. Franklin P. Jones
Never fly in the same cockpit with someone
braver than you. Richard Herman Jr, in
“Firebreak”
I hate to wake up and find my co-pilot asleep.
Michael Treacy

Socata
new ad
disk supplied

4c Hertzel
same as last quarter

Aviation News

by Doug Leet

Douglas Leet
Douglas Leet studied at Michigan
State University and received his
M.D. degree from The University
of Chicago. Internship, residency
and fellowship in General Surgery
and Urology followed in Chapel
Hill, at The University of North
Carolina. He practices Urology in
Raleigh, specializing in pediatric
and microsurgery, female urology
and oncology. Flying was always
just a dream until 1978, when he
began early morning lessons before
work during his fellowship in general
surgery. Thirty days later, with nearly
continuous ground school, he
had his private certificate. Doug
bought a 1964 Mooney M20E
shortly thereafter and obtained his
instrument ticket in 1980. The M20E
was sold for an M20K(turbo), and
finally the ultimate flying machine,
his 1984 Malibu. Doug’s flying
experiences expand across all of
North America and into the Southern
Caribbean.

Once again I have the unfortunate task

of reporting accidents in our fleet of wonderful
airplanes. The piston fleet came out well during
this period, because one accident involved a
JetProp, the other a Meridian. Below is a
summary of the NTSB reports.

which the pilot read back correctly. Radar data
showed the airplane turned right to a heading
of about 123 degrees then descended to 1,400
feet and within 5 seconds climbed to 1,600
feet. The flight stayed at 1,600 feet for about
30 seconds and then disappeared from radar.

- Mirage Fatality
- Jetprop Accident
- TSI0-550 Piston Failures
- Ombudsman Program

The reported weather at RDU at 1803 was: wind
calm, visibility 1/4 mile, ceilings 100 broken, 800
overcast, temperature 52 degrees F, and dew
point 52 degrees F, altimeter 30.31 in Hg.

Date: December 12 , 2001
Location: Raleigh, NC, USA
Aircraft: Piper PA-46-350P
Registration: N41003
Source: NTSB MIA02FA044
Injuries: 3 Fatal

Date: January 10, 2002
Location: Albuquerque, NM
Aircraft: Piper PA-46T
Registration: N87WW
Source: NTSB FTW02LA066
Injuries: 2 Uninjured

Brief Description

Brief Description

On December 12, 2001, about 19:06 eastern
standard time, a Piper PA-46-350P, N41003,
operated by M&M Aero LLC, as a Title 14
CFR Part 91 business flight, impacted with a
private home in a residential area about 2 miles
southeast of the Raleigh-Durham International
(RDU) Airport, Raleigh, North Carolina.
Instrument meteorological conditions prevailed.
An IFR flight plan was filed and activated. The
airplane and a house were destroyed. The
private rated-pilot and two passengers were
fatally injured. There were no injuries on the
ground. The flight had originated from the
Dothan, Alabama Airport at 1600 central
standard time.
According to Air Traffic Control (ATC) the flight
was picked up over the Buzzy intersection at
9,000 feet and the pilot requested lower. He
was given 6,000 feet and once he joined the
localizer, he was given a further clearance to
3,000 feet. In addition, he was asked to maintain
170 knots until the final approach fix.
The pilot was cleared for the ILS Runway
5R approach and was observed on radar at
2,900 feet, at a speed of 150 knots at the final
approach fix. The local tower controller issued
the pilot clearance to land runway 5R and gave
him the rollout runway visual range (RVR) of
4,000 feet.
Radar showed that after crossing the final
approach fix the flight maintained an altitude
of 2,900 well above the glide path and a ground
speed of about 118. During the entire approach
until midway down the runway the flight never
descended below 2,000 feet. The controller
asked the pilot if he was going around and
he answered he was. ATC cleared the pilot to
maintain 2,000 feet, and fly runway heading,

On January 10, 2002, approximately 10:
57 mountain standard time, a Piper PA-46T
airplane, N87WW, was substantially damaged
during landing at the Double Eagle II Airport
near Albuquerque, New Mexico. The airplane
was registered to Polzien, Inc. of Ardmore,
Oklahoma, and operated by the pilot. The
private pilot and passenger were not injured.
Visual meteorological conditions prevailed, and
an instrument flight rules (IFR) flight plan was
filed for the 14 Code of Federal Regulations
Part 91 personal flight. The cross-country
flight originated from Ardmore, Oklahoma,
approximately 0700.
Preliminary information indicates that the pilot
was executing an ILS approach to runway 22.
Approximately 100 feet, the airplane descended
from the clouds aligned right of the runway. The
pilot attempted to align the airplane with the
runway by banking left and then right. As the
airplane banked right, the right wing struck the
runway. Subsequently, the airplane impacted
the runway, exited the runway to the south and
slid about 1,500 feet before coming to a stop
upright.
Examination of the airplane by the FAA
inspectors, who responded to the accident site,
revealed that the right wing, about 4 feet from
the fuselage was split open. The right wing’s
spar was damaged. The propeller and landing
gear had sustained damage.
The first accident happened close to my house
in Raleigh. I remember the weather that evening
with 100-foot ceilings and only 1⁄4 mile visibility.
The weather had been bad all day, and was
even marginal low IFR departing Dothan. Our
local newspaper showed a radar summary
where the pilot never descended below 2000
cont.
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Coats Corner
by David Coats, MD

As an aviation medical examiner (AME),

David Coats, MD
David’s first dream in his youth was
to be a Naval Aviator, but lack of
20/20 uncorrected vision precluded
the normal approach to that goal.
Since Annapolis was out, David
became a physician in pursuit of
his dream of flying. Taught by his
Dad, a flight instructor in the Navy,
David went on to fire patrol and
crop dusting to satisfy the flying
urge. He then made it to medical
school, followed by a residency in
radiology in the US Army. David
served in Vietnam as a flight
surgeon and a radiologist. After
entering private practice in Tyler,
Texas, where he currently lives
with his wife Emily, he traded his
Cessna 180 for a Twin Comanche,
earned his ATP, and then moved up
to the Malibu. He bought 4388M
in 1987, spruced her up to become
Queen of the Fleet in 1991, and
has kept her in mint condition ever
since.

I must attend a refresher course every three
years. The training, which is provided by
the same folks that run the Civil Aeromedical
Institute, is always valuable. The last course,
which I just completed, focused on human
factors, which by coincidence is relevant to the
theme of this issue, the psychology of flying.
The connection is that we each have to evaluate
our own fitness prior to every flight, beyond
whatever official certifications we obtain.
An interesting finding from my most recent
session is that the FAA, or at least one branch
thereof, is becoming much more reasonable
in performing its duties. Dr. Jon Jordan, the
Federal Air Surgeon, who addressed the
session, discussed the responsibilities of the
Office of Aerospace Medicine and their current
response to medical progress as it pertains to
airman certification.
The Office of Aviation Medicine is currently
evaluating many disease processes in light
of modern medicine, and in so doing is
demonstrating a big dose of common sense.
More responsibility is being transferred to
the AMEs, and the entire process of medical
certification is becoming more streamlined.
(Now if we could just get the FAA to show some
common sense in the STC process). This is
good news for our MMOPA members, who span
a broad range of ages, and who are therefore
vulnerable to a range of potential diseases that
could impact certification.

The big problem for the FAA is exactly
how much authority to delegate to the
AMEs. Many welcome this responsibility,
and the pilot community certainly prefers
this approach. However, the liability issue
is real, and, unfortunately, continues
to play havoc with the system. Also,
complex cases can be intimidating to a
busy physician in terms of the certification
process. The FAA has the burden of
striking a reasonable balance between
these competing concerns.
To those who have developed any health
problems that could delay, restrict, or
terminate your medical, my humble advice
is to consult your primary care physician
first. Then give your friendly AME a call, and
ask for his advice. A little heads up will help
your AME initiate any preliminary research
that needs to be done. Frequently this is all
that is required to really grease the skids.
The trick is to do the homework before you
walk into the AME’s office.
I would be pleased to field any questions
from our members concerning medical
certification. If I do not know the answer, I
can certainly get the required information.
Most cases can be solved, so that
dedicated pilots can keep flying. Equally
important, the more you know from your
primary doctor, and your AME, the better
you will be able to evaluate your own
condition before flying.

Aviation News

(continued)

ft, then started the missed approach, went down
to 1400 ft in a right turn, and later ballooned up
to 2000 ft with the ground speed less than 88
knots. The airplane apparently stalled because
it only took down one tree in a dense forest
hitting a house which burned to the ground.
The second accident is difficult to understand
according to the NTSB report. The weather was
reported as VMC, but the plane is said to have
descended out of the clouds at 100 ft on an ILS.
I tried to call the pilot to clarify this accident, but
received no answer. I would like to know what is
the endurance of this aircraft. I am drawing no
conclusions here, but I have read and heard of
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other turbine aircraft landing with only minutes
of fuel remaining.

stamping or another defect in these pistons, or
some other mysterious problem?

TSIO-550 Piston Failures

Ombudsman Progam

I read with interest a posting by Greg Wroclawski
on the website. Apparently, several TSIO-550
engines have had catastrophic engine failures
caused by weakness in the piston crown. To
get the increased displacement, TCM made
the pistons concave instead of flat as in the
TSIO-520. They marked the piston number with
a stamp on the head, which may further weaken
or facilitate weakening in this area of the piston
leading to failure. Other pistons similarly marked
have not failed on other engines. So, is it the

Our President, Richard Bynum, is attempting to
create an intermediary to help our membership
better solve our problems with Piper, and to
allow Piper to understand and help solve these
issues. Suzon Franzke has been chosen to be
the Piper contact, and I have agreed to be the
MMOPA representative (the Ombudsman). I
was hoping to give you results from our first
meeting, but publishing deadlines mean that
readers will have to wait in suspense until the
next issue.

Note from the President
by Richard Bynum

In our continuing effort to improve support

Richard Bynum
Richard and his wife, Carol, live
in San Antonio, Texas, where the
next fiesta is never more than a
week away. Richard has had a
life-long fascination with flying.
Upon graduation from college, he
attempted to the join the Navy and
Air Force as a pilot. Vision worse
than the required uncorrected
20/20 eliminated that approach
to flying. The opportunity to fly
was finally realized in the early
1980s. After owning an Archer, an
Arrow, a Sklylane, a T-210, and a
P-210, Richard arrived at his first
Malibu. Now on his second Malibu,
and with over 1500 hours in the
PA46, the fascination with flying
continues. After selling a heart
pacemaker distributorship six years
ago, Richard stays busy flying his
Malibu as well as a friend’s PC-12.

for the PA-46 fleet, our Board members have
been working diligently on various issues of
primary concern to our members. Douglas
Leet has been assigned the unenviable task
of serving as Ombudsman, with the mandate
to improve communications between MMOPA,
its members and The New Piper Aircraft, Inc.
Mona Rathmel tackles with great experience
and courage the vexing issue of insurance,
working to make sure that reasonable coverage
is available for our fleet. Jim Yankaskas and
Mark Swatek are working hard on the engine
monitoring program that was discussed at
length at the Asheville convention.
Presented below is an advance copy of a letter
from Chuck Suma (without the attachments),
which provides a glimpse of how these various
MMOPA efforts are working to generate better
communications with Piper, and how Piper
is working to respond to our concerns. I will
continue to push these issues, and will provide
updates in the next issue. This is a beginning,
not the ultimate solution.

Dear MMOPA Member:
I am pleased to relay to you that Richard Bynum
and I have been working together for several
months addressing concerns of MMOPA
members. We are taking this opportunity to
update you on new programs as well as provide
educational information. In addition, New Piper
has listened to your concerns regarding a venue
to discuss and resolve issues and it is with that
in mind that we also announce a new program,
The New Piper/MMOPA Ombudsman program
with our goal being to address your concerns.
To that end, I will discuss in detail the following
six issues: Simcom Training; Accident/Incident
Reporting; Service Difficulty Report Forms;
Service Bulletin/Maintenance Alerts; The New
Piper/MMOPA Ombudsman; and PULSE.

1. Simcom Training

New Piper is pleased to announce a revised and
extended Simcom Training course for Meridian
pilots. This extended course consists of four
days of classroom instruction, briefing, and
simulator training. The fifth day is a one-on-one
in-flight instruction enroute to the pilot’s home
airport, ending on the sixth day with a local field
orientation. In total, a new Meridian pilot will
receive twenty-six hours of classroom training
as described above, plus the Line Oriented
Flight Training (“LOFT”), an additional three
hours of at home airport training, and one hour
brief and debriefing. This training for domestic
pilots is at no charge to the customer.

2. Accident/Incident Reporting

In an effort to clarify the difference between an
aircraft accident and an incident, enclosed is
the current National Transportation Safety Board
(“NTSB”) Part 830. Please note the following
two definitions. “Aircraft accident” means an
occurrence associated with the operation of an
aircraft which take place between the time any
person boards the aircraft with the intention of
flight and all such person have disembarked,
and in which any person suffers death or
serious injury, or in which the aircraft receives
substantial damage. “Incident” means an
occurrence other than an accident, associated
with the operation of an aircraft, which affects or
could affect the safety of operations.
Please note that the reporting of accidents/
incidents is mandatory pursuant to the FAA and
NTSB. In that this is a very important regulation,
please see the enclosed documents (printed
on heavy blue paper) which relate specifically
to accident/incident notification.

3. Service Difficulty Report Form

Also provided herein is a Service Difficulty
Report (“SDR”) form. In order to better address
operational and structural difficulties, it is
imperative that New Piper receives your report.
Therefore, it is mandatory that you report any
and all SDR’s. Along with the accident/incident
reports, the SDR informs all appropriate
organizations that there is a problem. Without
your participation New Piper, the manufacturer,
has no way of tracking aircraft difficulties. New
Piper is unable to address manufacturing,
maintenance, and owner difficulties without
appropriate notification and documentation.
New Piper needs your help in making sure that
you, the owner/pilot, fills out and notifies
the appropriate organizations so that we may
not only comply with the regulations, but also
serve you better.

4. Service Bulletin / Maintenance Alert

In the future, New Piper will be issuing
both Service Bulletins and Maintenance
Alerts. Service Bulletins will be dedicated to
manufacturing issues whereas Maintenance
Alerts will be issued to educate, inform, and
notify owners of proper maintenance concerns
as New Piper becomes aware of them from the
field. These Maintenance Alerts will be issued
in the form of a Service Letter. A format is
enclosed for your review.

5. Ombudsman

We are very pleased to announce that Dr.
Douglas Leet, Vice President of MMOPA,
has consented to be the New Piper/MMOPA
Ombudsman. Webster’s definition of an
cont.
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Letter from the President
(continued)

Ombudsman is: “one that investigates reported
complaints (as from…consumers), reports
findings, and helps to achieve equitable
settlements.”
To that end, we are excited and grateful to
Dr. Leet for volunteering to take on such an
important roll in helping to resolve issues as
they arise. The following steps lay out, what
we hope will be, a workable format for
everyone.
1. Owner is to contact their respective Dealer
and give Dealer a reasonable number of
attempts to correct the problem.
2. New Piper must be notified in writing of the
problem ( a suggested format is included).
3. Dealer and/or New Piper must be provided
with an opportunity to resolve the issue.
4. Failure of the above process would then
result in the issue being referred to the
Ombudsman.
5. The Ombudsman will then work directly with
the Owner, Dealer and New Piper in seeking
an equitable resolution to the issue.

MMOPA will set up its telephone contact
numbers and provide any other information
necessary to make sure that the process works
smoothly. Again, we want to acknowledge
the efforts of Dr. Leet and look forward to a
successful program.

6. PULSE

Pulse Center is a Piper strategy to learn more
about customers’ needs and expectations
in order to develop stronger relationships
with them. After all, I’m certain that we can
all agree that good customer relationships
are at the heart of business success. The
more useful way to think about Pulse is as a
process that will help bring together lots of
pieces of information about customers, sales,
marketing effectiveness, responsiveness and
market trends.
What is the goal of Pulse Center?
The idea of Pulse is that it helps Piper use
technology and human resources to gain
insight into the expectations of customers and
the value those customers bring to Piper. Piper
as a result will:
• provide better customer care
• make our current parts and service call
centers more efficient
• help our sales staff better manage the sales
order and delivery process
• simplify our marketing and sales support
processes
• afford us the opportunity to better
communicate with new and existing
customers
• increase customer satisfaction and longer
term, it is our hope, customer loyalty.
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How do we make Pulse Center happen?
For Pulse Center to be truly effective, we first
decided what kind of customer information we
were looking for and what we intended to do
with that information.
We researched all of the different ways
information about our customers comes into
Piper, where and how this data is currently
stored and used. Going forward, Piper in
meeting ever changing customer expectations
may interact with our customers in a myriad
of different ways including e-mail campaigns,
Customer specific Web sites, at our network
of dealerships and service centers, our parts
and service call centers, sales, marketing and
advertising efforts. Our Pulse Center systems
will have one focus to link up each of these
customer contact points.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Account information
Piper Preferred Web event registration data
Service and support records
Demographic data
Web IAR (Improvement Action Request) data
Customer recommendations

What are our keys to a successful
implementation?
•

Our Pulse Center project has been broken
down into manageable pieces by setting up
pilot programs and short-term milestones.
Starting with the Call Centers pilot project
which incorporates all the necessary
departments and groups that gets the Pulse
Center rolling quickly but is small enough
and flexible enough to allow for changes in
development.

We elected to partner with Siebel Systems – the
leading provider of CRM software.

•

Our Pulse Center includes a scalable
architecture framework.

Why did we need a Pulse Center project?
We took a count of the channels a customer
can use to access Piper. We clearly identified
the need for a single centralized customer view
that only our Pulse Center could provide.

•

We haven’t underestimated how much data
we might collect and we’ve also made sure
that if we need to, we will be able to expand
Pulse Center systems.

•

We have been very thoughtful about what
data is collected and stored. Our focus is
on effectiveness and productivity - storing
useless data wastes time and money.

•

We want to clearly be known as a company
that recognizes the individuality of customers
and responds appropriately.

How long will it take to get Pulse Center in
place?
This type of “solution”, the holistic customer
view takes time to put together due to the
complexity of the project and its components.
For Piper – we have developed an eight
phase project that will take us 18-24 months
to complete.
How much will our Pulse Center cost?
To better answer that I’d like to share with you
some statistics from a recent (2001) survey
conducted by The Data Warehousing Institute
that found that close to 50% had CRM project
budgets of less than $500,000. The same
survey however also showed a handful of
respondents with CRM project budgets of
over $10 million.
For Piper it is not “cost avoidance it is cost
improvement.” We recognize that many
companies use this type of project to reduce
costs however at Piper we clearly recognized
that it is not efficiency that we seek it is
effectiveness. We want to make certain that
going forward Piper will be known for providing
a level of customer care that makes customers
not only loyal but also makes our customers
apostles for Piper and how we build customer
relationships.
What are some examples of the types of data
our Pulse Center project will be collecting?
• Responses to our e-campaigns
• Shipping and fulfillment dates
• Sales order and delivery data

I would like to thank the MMOPA Board for
providing The New Piper Aircraft, Inc. with
information tote bags, which we provide to all
new Malibu, Mirage, and Meridian owners at
the time they take delivery of their new aircraft.
This useful canvas bag not only contains
valuable information on becoming a member of
MMOPA, but is also a reminder of the friendship
shared among MMOPA members.
In closing, I would like to take this opportunity
to thank Richard for his tireless efforts in
working with New Piper to bring about a
better understanding of how both New Piper
and MMOPA can work more effectively
together to serve the needs of you, the
owner/pilot. We hope that this information is
not only educational and beneficial, but that it
acknowledges our dedication to maintaining
an open dialogue and continuing relationship
between our organizations and with you, our
Piper family.
Sincerely,
THE NEW PIPER AIRCRAFT, INC.
Charles M. Suma
President & CEO

Ibis Aerospace
New Ad

Malibu Maintenance
Paint and Interior Checklist
by Kevin Mead

If your interior job includes major alterations, or
modifications such as seat extensions, or the
installation of heating pads in seats, an FAA
form 337 should be filled out and sent in.
Kevin Mead
Kevin is an IA who has
specialized in Malibu/Mirage
maintenance for 14 of his
20 years in general aviation.
He is a licensed private pilot
with a multi-engine rating.
Kevin recently formed his
own business, Mead Aircraft
Services, which he runs
from a small farm in Inman,
Kansas. He will continue
to provide support for the
Malibu/Mirage fleet in the
U.S. and abroad.

Finally, make sure all required placards are
reinstalled, and that your flight manual and
airworthiness certificates are in place. See
section 2 of your flight manual for a list of
required placards.

Make sure the shop does not cover your glare
shield with leather. It will shrink and break the
material underneath. I have had leather-covered
glare shields in the shop that were so distorted
they had to be cut out of the airplane. Use
vinyl instead. Obviously, this detail should be
covered in the planning stages of the job.

Functional Tests

Interior Pet Peeves

Upon completion of the work, you will be dazzled
by changes in your aircraft’s appearance. In the
excitement of the moment, you may not notice,
however, if something has not been properly
reassembled. Do not be afraid to spend plenty
of time giving the interior a critical examination.
My checklist follows:
•

While others are exploring the depths of

the mind, or the intricate workings of a turbine
engine, I would like to address a more mundane
topic: paint and interior work. While not
immediately obvious, this subject has important
safety implications, as we shall see.
If you have decided to paint your plane or
update its interior, you may think of these as
merely cosmetic changes, but the processes
to arrive at the finished product are fairly
complicated. In the paint shop, your plane’s
flight controls will be removed and reinstalled.
In the interior shop, virtually everything that
can be removed from the inside of your plane
will be taken out, recovered and re-installed.
Much can go wrong during both of these
procedures. Potential problems range from
minor annoyances, up to legal issues and
safety hazards. To avoid problems, try to find a
shop that has worked with Malibus before, and
that is willing to listen to your instructions, or to
those of your mechanic, before work is initiated.
Make your expectations known up front, and
do not be afraid to specify items that seem
obvious. A good shop will not be threatened
by this, and will probably appreciate your clear
communications.

Interior paperwork

Your plane’s new interior should have complete
aircraft logbook entries signed by either an A&P
or a representative of a repair station. The entry
should give a description of the work completed
and the materials used. In addition, complete
material burn test results must be provided and
kept as a permanent part of the aircraft records.
In almost all interior jobs where materials are
replaced, the aircraft gets heavier, so a weight
& balance revision is in order.
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plastic trim panel is not holding down the
static system drain valve.

•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Do all compass, reading, map, and courtesy
lights work?
Do intercom and stereo systems work?
Do the ventilation and heating ducts allow
the same level of airflow as before?
Do seatback actuators recline and return to
the upright position?
Do armrests lock in the upright position?
(Malibu only)
Are the headrests secure? If they flop back
and forth on their metal posts, the interior
shop did not go the trouble to fix broken
clamps inside.
Can you open your oxygen drawer and
cabinet drawers easily, or is the carpet
impeding their travel?
Is the pilot’s window surround overstuffed to
the point that the storm window won’t open
without scraping the area around the OAT
bezel? If so, some stuffing may have to be
removed.
Are the crew seats are so overstuffed that
they don’t slide properly? Are the crew
seats in their tracks so that seat pins can
lock down properly?
Is the cabin door lock flag visible and
positioned accurately? (Green in the locked
position)
Are the cargo net hooks installed properly?
We see them installed backwards all the
time.
Do the shoulder harnesses work properly?
Are the seatbelts installed correctly? They
may look okay but be improperly assembled.
Sit in the seats and try the belts.
Did they forget about the nose baggage
carpet?
Are the door cables or chains properly
attached to the airframe?
Has the cabin door seal been damaged by
shutting it with the pins out?
Are the alternate static source valves in
the primary position? Also make sure the

Making sure that your interior is easy to
remove is important both for maintaining good
mechanic-owner relations, and for preserving
your interior materials.
Peeve #1: The One Piece Seat Back
I have to admit that incorporating the center
seat headrests into one-piece seatbacks looks
sleek and attractive. But you may pay for this
stylishness with a marred headliner. During the
course of an annual inspection, and sometimes
during routine maintenance, the crew seats are
removed from the plane. Just about the only
way to do this is to flip the seats upside down
(sharp metal parts facing up) and pass them
over the center seats, after first removing the
headrests. If the center seat headrests are no
longer removable, the clearance between them
and the ceiling of the plane is reduced to the
point that avoiding scraping the headliner is
very difficult.
Peeve #2: The One Piece Cockpit Carpet
If at all possible, make sure your interior shop
makes the carpet pieces that fit under the crew
seats and between the seat tracks separate
pieces from the rest of the cockpit carpet.
During an annual inspection, all the cockpit
carpet, except the sections between the seat
tracks, is removed. The crew seats are then
rolled forward off their tracks for removal. If
the sections under the seats are part of one
big carpet, the seats must be removed before
the carpet comes out. The problem with this
arrangement is that the seats are prevented
from rolling all the way forward by the carpet
blocking the front of the seat tracks. In other
words, the seat can’t be removed because the
carpet is blocking it, but the carpet can’t be
removed because the seat is on top of it. This
is the point at which the frustrated seat remover
reaches for a screwdriver or similar object with
which to pry your brand new carpet up enough
such that the metal seat roller can slide under
the carpet and free of the track. Not much time
will pass before the carpet is badly frayed in
front of the tracks.
Peeve #3: The Overstuffed Crew Seat
Crew seats so overstuffed that they scrape the

side of the plane when moved back and forth
lead to worn and stressed covering materials
both on the seat and sidewall. Add a layer of
lamb’s wool to the seat and you might not be
able to move at all.
Peeve #4: Light Colored Seatbelts
As a mechanic, I do not have a maintenancerelated objection to light colored seatbelts, but
if you are considering them, be aware that
they get stepped on regularly by maintenance
personnel (who are not known for having clean
shoes). Belts are very difficult to clean. In my
shop, we roll these belts up and cover them
with a plastic bag before maintenance, but not
everyone is so conscientious.
Peeve #5: Inconsiderate Velcro Placement
Many carpet installers seem unaware that the
metal inspection panels in your plane’s floor
need to remain removable. They paint adhesive
right over the screw heads and cover them with
Velcro. During the first annual inspection, this
Velcro strip must be peeled up to remove
screws. You will then forever have loose carpet
and floppy Velcro in that area. As a Malibu
owner, do you not already have enough loose
carpet and floppy Velcro?

statement that flight controls were checked for
proper balance after painting. These surfaces
should be on the bench before being reinstalled
on the airplane.
Make sure the required fuel filler placards (and,
if the landing gear was painted, turn limits and
service placards) are installed before you leave
the shop. Refer to section 2 of the flight manual
and to any STC information you may have for
required placards.

Functional tests

Inspecting your plane after interior work is
important, but a thorough inspection of a plane
leaving the paint shop is critical to flight safety.
Improperly balanced control surfaces can lead
to flutter, which would definitely make for a bad
day. Make sure you check the following:
•

•
•
•

Paint paperwork

After painting, a logbook entry should be
made describing the type and color codes
of paint used. The entry should also include a

•

Do all flight controls have two spacer
washers installed at each hinge point? I’ve
seen this hardware left completely out during
reassembly after paint.
Are bonding straps and flight control hinge
bolts tight?
Are the static ports and fuel vents free of
obstructions, such as masking tape?
Is conductive cement (edge sealer) applied
to all deice boots so that the sealer overlaps
the paint?
Check for razor damage on boots. A razor
may have been used during removal of

Complete Interior Refurbishing
•
•
•
•
•
•

Quality Materials
Professional & Precise Craftsmanship
Wide Variety of Color & Fabric Selections
All Materials Used Have Proper Certs
Affordable Prices
Free Quotes Upon Request

1(800) 321-1271
SUPERIOR AVIATION, INC.
250 Riverhills Rd, Ford Airport
Kingsford, MI 49802
Upholstery Dept. 906-774-4405
email: superav@up.net

www.superioraviation.com

•

•
•
•
•
•

masking tape.
Check for razor damage around the
perimeter of the windows. It’s hard to believe
someone would score the windows during
the masking process, but I’ve heard of this
happening more than once.
If new cowl fasteners were installed, are they
the correct length?
Did they paint the inside of the baggage
door to match?
Has the engine induction air filter
inadvertently been spray-painted? If so,
airflow could be blocked.
Are all static wicks presents?
Were all control surfaces balanced on the
bench, off the airplane?

In addition, I recommend taking your freshly
painted plane to your mechanic to have the
wheel bearings repacked and landing gear
lubricated. High-pressure sprayers are used in
the stripper removal process, and lots of soapy
water may get into your wheels.
You stand the best chance of avoiding
disappointment with the final product by
choosing your paint and interior shop carefully.
It is critical to have the work done by a reputable
shop, and to check their work thoroughly before
taking the plane home. Workmanship issues
are much more likely to be resolved favourably
if addressed before you officially take delivery
of the plane.

Turbine Times

Back to Basics
by Cody Ramsey

In the previous issue, various articles
Cody Ramsey
Cody, who has been flying since
1981, has amassed over 5,500
hours in general aviation aircraft,
with approximately one third of
that time in turbine airplanes. He
currently holds an ATP, CFII-MEI,
and has taught at both EmbryRiddle Aeronautical University and
FlightSafety International. While at
FlightSaferty, Cody taught in the
Cessna 400/500 series as well as in
various Beechcraft King Air models,
affording him ample opportunity to
become intimately familiar with the
systems and power plants found in
today’s high performance aircraft.
Cody later formed, with the help of
his friend and business partner, Ted
Lamb, an aircraft sales company,
Arizona Aircraft, Inc., based in
Prescott, AZ. The company, in
business since 1996, specializes in
the sale of late model aircraft, with
its primary focus being the Malibu
Mirage.
With over 800 hours logged in both
the piston and turbine versions
of the Malibu, Cody hopes that
his experience might be of use
to other Malibu pilots. He can
be reached at (928) 775-3832 or
cody@azaircraft.com.

went into some depth about the inner workings
of a turbine engine. In spite of this extensive
treatment, the subject has by no means
been exhausted. This point was highlighted
recently, when I began to explain to a friend
the mysteries of a turbine engine. I noticed
the gentleman’s eyes glazing over in just a few
minutes. Apparently, I lost him with the physics
of angular momentum, conservation of energy
and expansion of gases. The explanation was
over before it began, as my inquisitive friend
stopped me no more than two minutes into
the process and said ”ahh... that’s great. I
don’t want to build one. I just want to know, in
plain English, what makes the prop go round
and round.”
My friend was simply trying to understand
how the PT6 was able to generate horsepower
without cylinders, pistons and carburetors. I
guess we are all guilty of this at times; when
explaining a completely new concept we forget
to start from a known reference point. In this
case, his reference was the normally aspirated
piston engine on his Cessna 182. With that in
mind, we began anew with great success.
The thought then occurred to me that I might
be just as guilty of boring some MMOPA
readers. While our readership is well schooled
on the latest and greatest in turbocharged
piston design, a bit of turbine basics revisited
might be a good starting point before getting
knee deep in turbine operations and turbine
“speak” in subsequent issues.
To begin, the turbine engine (like the piston
engine) is an internal combustion engine.
Further, in pure terms, the turbine is a normally
aspirated engine, which means we lose
horsepower as we climb into thinner air. Next,
the turbine (just like the piston) must have the
right combination of compressed air, fuel and
ignition to create combustion, which in turn will
generate horsepower. This is where we begin
to diverge from piston engines.
Rather than using a piston in a cylinder
to compress air (or an air/fuel mixture) a
“compressor wheel” is used to squeeze air
for the combustion process. A compressor
wheel in simple terms is a fan (albeit, a highly
refined fan or series of fans). The fan takes
“outside” air, blows it into a chamber and
further compresses the air for combustion.
When we have sufficient pressure we can
introduce fuel and a spark, and voila; a
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carefully regulated explosion has begun. We
need the explosion to create an increased
differential pressure.
Differential pressure is what makes both
the piston and turbine engines turn; high
pressure air trying frantically to equalize with
the atmosphere around it. In the piston, we
compress air in the cylinder, and then introduce
fuel and spark. The resulting explosion
dramatically increases the pressure inside the
cylinder, which in turn drives the piston back
in an attempt to increase volume and equalize
pressure with the outside world. Power is taken
from the moving piston and directed through
a connecting rod to the crankshaft, thereby
causing the crankshaft to turn. Bolt a propeller
to the end of the crankshaft and we are in the
airplane business.
In similar fashion, we create an explosion inside
the engine of a turbine, and let that resulting
high pressure air escape through another fan
(or turbine wheel) to the outside. This second
fan (actually a series of fans) is connected to
the propeller, and as the air escapes past this
fan it causes the fan to turn. Again, we’re in
the airplane business.
This is a drastic oversimplification of the actual
process, but the theories behind both turbine
and piston engines are the same. Create a
high pressure area within the engine, and as
the pressure attempts to equalize with normal
outside air pressure, we place an object in the
path of the escaping air. As that object (piston
or turbine wheel) is moved/turned, we attach
mechanical devices to extract power for useful
work.
In the next issue, we will discuss in greater
detail how the turbine engine is able to create
so much horsepower, with a great degree of
safety and reliability. We will explore how to
correctly operate and manage a turbine engine
from the pilot’s perspective. We will examine
how to use the controls available to us in the
cockpit, and what each of those controls
actually do when we move them.
For those who would like a more in-depth
explanation of the PT6 used on the Meridian
or JetProp, go to Pratt & Whitney’s web site at
www.pwc.ca and follow prompts to turboprops
and then small PT6 engines. They have an
animated PT6 in operation, as well as a fully
interactive area, which is fantastic for visualizing
the parts and operation of the engine.

Aircell
new ad disk
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Malibu Trivia Q & A
Psychology and Physiology of Flying

by Mary Bryant

Mary Bryant
Mary has been a pilot for over twenty-five
years and has instructed in the Malibu since
1988 when she worked for the Piper Training
Center. Subsequently, she was Eastern
Region Sales Director and Malibu Mirage
demonstration pilot for Piper Aircraft. Mary
was also co-founder and owner of Attitudes
International, Inc., The New Piper Aircraft’s
exclusively approved training school for
Malibus, from 1991-1998.
Mary currently provides Malibu-Mirage and
JetProp training through Eclipse International,
Inc. in St. Petersburg, Florida. Mary holds
ATP, CFII, and MEI certificates, and is type
rated in the Cessna Citation. She also has a
BA from Northwestern University and an MBA
from the University of Illinois. Mary may be
reached at 727.822.1611.

4. Many different illusions can be experienced
in flight. Match the following illusions
with their definitions (per the AIM). One
category of illusions pertain to illusions
leading to spatial disorientation, which are
often erroneously triggered by the sensing
system in the inner ear. The second
category pertains to landing illusions.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.

Coriolis illusion (not the same as
Coriolis Effect)
Graveyard spin
Graveyard spiral
Somatogravic illusion
Inversion illusion
Elevator illusion
Autokinesis

FPO

a. An abrupt change from climb to straight
and level flight can create the illusion of
tumbling backwards. The disoriented
pilot will push the aircraft abruptly into
a nose low attitude.
b. In the dark, a static light will appear to
move about when stared at for many
seconds. The pilot will lose control of
the aircraft in attempting to align it with
the light.
c. An abrupt head movement in a
prolonged constant-rate turn can create
the illusion of rotation or movement in
an entirely different axis. The pilot will
maneuver the aircraft into a dangerous
attitude in an attempt to stop rotation.

1. Many of us can remember struggling
to learn to fly, but we probably do not
remember well how we eventually mastered
the task. Research shows that people learn
best by:
a.
b.
c.
d.

reading
listening to lectures
watching others
watching videos of maneuvers with
explanations
e. demonstrating maneuvers while
explaining them
2. Sight and hearing are the two primary
senses involved in learning. True or False
3. For a typical IFR-rated pilot, what do you
think is the likely outcome of flying partial
panel following a vacuum system failure
in IMC? How does this compare to the
results of a recent experiment conducted
by FlightSafety?
a.
b.
c.
d.

no problem
not perfect but landed safely
lost control of the aircraft
crashed
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d. A rapid acceleration during takeoff can
create the illusion of being in a nose up
attitude. The pilot will push the nose
low or dive.
e. An observed loss of altitude during a
coordinated constant-rate turn can create
the illusion of being in a descent with the
wings level. The pilot will pull back on
the controls, tightening the spiral and
increasing the loss of altitude.
f.

A proper recovery from a spin can create
the illusion of spinning in the opposite
direction. The pilot will return the aircraft
to its original spin.

g. An abrupt upward vertical acceleration,
usually by an updraft, can create the illusion
of being in a climb. The pilot will push the
aircraft into a nose low attitude.

5.

A narrower-than-usual runway will create
the illusion that the aircraft is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

lower than it actually is
higher than it actually is
slower than it actually is
faster than it actually is

6. An upsloping runway, upsloping terrain, or both
can create the illusion that the aircraft is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

lower than it actually is
higher than it actually is
slower than it actually is
faster than it actually is

7. Featureless terrain, as when landing over
water, darkened areas, or terrain made
featureless by snow, can create the illusion
that the aircraft is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

lower than it actually is
higher than it actually is
slower than it actually is
faster than it actually is

8. Rain on the windscreen can create the
illusion that the aircraft is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

lower than it actually is
higher than it actually is
slower than it actually is
faster than it actually is

9. Atmospheric haze can create the illusion
that the aircraft is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

closer to the runway than it actually is
further from the runway than it actually is
slower than it actually is
faster than it actually is

10. Penetration of fog on landing can create
the illusion that the aircraft is:
a.
b.
c.
d.

closer to the runway than it actually is
further from the runway then it actually is
slower than it actually is
pitching up

11. Most aircraft collisions occur during:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

the day
the night
VFR
IFR
a and c
b and d

12. Which of the following are specifically
prohibited by FAR 91.15. No person may
act as a crew member:
a. within 8 hours after consumption of
alcohol
b. while under the influence of alcohol
c. while using any drug that affects the
person’s faculties in any way contrary
to safety
d. while having .04 percent by weight or
more alcohol in the blood.

50% of what they see and hear
70% of what they say as they talk
90% of what they say as they do a thing
2. True. But the other senses are involved too.
The various senses are believed to contribute
to learning by the following approximate
amounts. I personally believe they contribute
to safe flying in about the same ratio—smell
and taste do indeed come into play.
Sight — 75%
Hearing – 13%
Touch – 6%
Smell – 3%
Taste – 3%

13. What is the minimum safe fuel for a flight?
a. flight plus 30 minutes reserve for VFR
b. flight to airport and alternate plus 45
minutes reserve for IFR
c. 60 minutes reserve
d. 90 minutes reserve
14. Which of the following are required to be legally
current to fly passengers IFR at night?
a. 3 take-offs and landings to a full stop
in the last 90 days.
b. 6 instrument approaches in the last 6
months (or an IPC)
c. “holding” in the last 6 months (or an IPC)
d. current medical
e. biennial flight review within last 24
months
15. The closest I (meaning you) ever came to
an accident was caused by:
a. inadequate preflight preparation and/or
planning
b. failure to obtain and/or maintain flying
speed
c. failure to maintain directional control
d. improper level off
e. failure to see and avoid objects or
obstructions
f. mismanagement of fuel
g. improper in flight decisions or planning
h. misjudgment of distance and speed
i. selection of unsuitable terrain
j. improper operation of flight controls

ANSWERS
1. e. Educators say that learners retain:
10% of what they read
20% of what they hear
30% of what they see

3. An experiment conducted in a Cessna 210
non-motion simulator and later replicated
by the FAA in a Malibu simulator found
that 66% of the participants lost control
and 50% crashed while attempting a
partial-panel approach. When the Malibu
was equipped with an electronic HSI and
backup attitude indicator (AI), only 8% of
the pilots lost control. Remember, Malibus/
Mirages do not come factory equipped with
an electric backup AI. The factory installed
co-pilot AI is vacuum driven so you have
instrument redundancy but do not have
system redundancy in the case of vacuum
failure. I highly recommend installation of
a backup electric attitude indicator.
4. A-c
B-f
C-e
D-d
E-a
F-g
G-b
5. b. The pilot that does not recognized this
illusion will fly a lower approach than is
appropriate with the risk of striking objects
along the approach path or landing short.
Wider-than usual runways can have the
opposite effect with the risk of leveling out
high and landing hard or overshooting the
runway. Use the VASI!
6.

b. A down sloping runway can have the
opposite effect. Again, use the VASI!

7. b. Can you guess what comes next?? Use
the VASI!
8. b. Do you see a pattern here?
9. b.
10. d. Just when I had you trained to answer
“b”. Sorry. Penetration of fog can create
the illusion of pitching up. The pilot who
does not recognized this will steepen the
approach, often quite abruptly.
11. e. Most collisions occur during days when
the weather is good. People simply are not
looking out the window enough. Being in a
“radar environment” still requires vigilance to
avoid collisions. We had a mid air collision
just last year here in the Tampa Class B
airspace in beautiful VFR weather. Two
pilots killed.
12. The FARs list all of the above. Note that the
“8 hours bottle to throttle” rule may not be
adequate. The effects of alcohol can linger
in the blood longer than 8 hours and could
invoke one of the other prohibitions. Most
airlines and charter operations use 12 or
24 hours. Note that “c” also would include
any prescription or non-prescription drug or
really anything that could be associated with
impacting the safety of the flight.
13. “a” and “b” are technically correct but I would
hope most Malibu pilots have higher personal
requirements. Personally, I prefer about an
hour fuel reserve even for VFR. The worse the
weather, the higher my reserve requirements.
Fuel = options. Options = improved safety.
14. All of the above. Remember you not only
need night landings, but also night take-offs.
Many who fly primarily during the day will get
the occasional night landing in after a long
day, but many don’t have the night take-offs
that are also required.
15. The above lists the 10 most frequent cases
of general aviation accidents per the FAA. I
would add fatigue as a major contributor to
all of the above. One of the most dangerous
flights I ever made was one where I didn’t
have enough sense to land when I was
exhausted. I finally realized I was so tired I
was missing calls and couldn’t even hold
altitude without the autopilot. Thankfully,
weather was good and I bumbled in to my
destination. It’s a wonder I didn’t fall asleep
at the yoke. Classic case of get-there-itis.
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Views from a JetProp

Distractions
by Robert Conrad

The other day I was downwind with a
Robert Conrad
Bob was told he could never be
a pilot during a long bout through
the 70’s with Meinere’s Syndrome,
an inner ear disease. He received
his pilot license in 1983 after a
successful operation. He is a CFII
and enjoys teaching. He owns a
Decathelon and takes pleasure in
light aerobatics. He also stays busy
developing and maintaining web
pages for charities and flying for
AirLifeLineMidwest.
Bob graduated from the University
of Detroit in 1962 with a degree in
Electrical Engineering. He then
joined his father’s Motorola Two-Way
Radio business, which eventually
grew to over 160 employees in the
two-way radio, cellular, paging, SMR,
manufacturing and radio broadcast
industries. In 1990, his company
took over airport management
and FBO operations, including a
maintenance and avionics shop, at
the Butler County Regional Airport in
Hamilton, Ohio (HAO). In 1999, Bob
decided to take an early retirement
and turn the business over to his
children and employees.
You can visit his web site at:
www.turbopropsingles.org

student pilot, and noticed that he was looking
down rather intently at the runway. I saw an
aircraft apparently doing a run-up on the
taxiway. As we came abeam the numbers my
student said that the aircraft appeared ready
to depart. I suggested that the departing
aircraft would not be a problem, but the
student remained focused on the ground. I
finally told him that flying the airplane was first
and foremost in importance. The time to turn
base quickly arrived, and he had not reduced
power nor put in any flaps. We rolled out at near
pattern altitude after the base turn. Realizing that
he was now way behind, he put in two notches
of flaps, but still held power. On final, he realized
that we were way too high, so he pulled the
power half back, but he could not catch up
with the airplane. We finally managed to get
on the ground about 3000' down the runway.
He did not consider a go-around as an option,
something we discussed in detail later.
This was a good learning experience for the
student in a controlled environment. The
distraction gave us plenty to talk about in
our debriefing. This incident hit home for
me because I had allowed a distraction to
turn me into a JetPROP test pilot just a few
months earlier. Lately there seems to have
been a rash of fender benders in the PA-46
fleet. The problem is that the PA-46 does not
have fenders, and insurance companies (now
almost singular) do not enjoy paying big bucks
for repairs. Why are we banging up so many
airplanes? Almost every accident involves
ignoring a series of warning signs along the
road to disaster. The problem is that we do
not learn how to read these signs, or we let
something else block the signs from view.
Maybe in our haste we simply do not give
ourselves enough time to let the warning signs
talk to us. In an attempt to avoid this trap, I
came up with a “D-words” formula that I ask
you to consider.
Distraction - Discipline - Discernment +
Deception + Denial - Decisiveness – Decision
= Disaster
The following definitions were created with the
help of Webster:
Distraction: To be drawn towards a different
object at the expense of our current duties.
Discipline: Developing good habits through
training so as to react according to the rules
of flight.
Discernment: The resolve to make up one’s

mind in a time frame that meets the situation.
Deception: To mislead our own mind into a
state of wiliness.
Denial: Refusal to acknowledge the reality of
what is happening.
Decision: Willingness to make up our mind to
execute a course of action.
Decisiveness: Taking action to break the chain
of events.
Disaster: We should never, ever get this far.
My last big distraction started three days before
a flight from Cincinnati, OH, to Hilton Head, SC.
I had been watching the weather for several
days prior to the flight, and thunderstorms kept
popping up in northern Florida and Georgia
each late afternoon. On the day of departure, I
had made arrangements to stop first at Air Mod
across town so my wife Nancy could be in on
the final decisions for a new interior. I knew that
I needed to keep the visit short so we could
depart before 11 am. One thing led to another,
and soon the clock read 1:30 pm by the time we
departed. I had called FSS, and they predicted
weather south of our destination. We climbed
up to FL270, and had clear skies to about 60
miles North of Hilton Head Island.
About 120 miles out we could see a wall of
clouds in front of us. I turned on the radar and
directed my attention to the Stormscopeä,
which was painting lightning at about one
o’clock and 150 miles. I listened to the HIWAS
at SAV, which was calling a thunderstorm 20
miles SW of Savanna, GA. I then noticed that
the radar was painting a test pattern across the
screen so I started to diagnose the problem.
ATC then cleared us to descend to 11,000'. I
started down at 2,000 ft/min so I could take
advantage of the clear air before entering the
clouds, all the while trying to see if I could get
the radar to work. I had my torque back to 200
lbs and airspeed at 165 KIAS in order to get
the 2,000 ft/min descent rate. I was running out
of time, and I could not get the radar to paint
weather. I turned off the radar, and then back
on twice, but no go. ATC then turned us over
to Beaufort Approach.
Realizing we were about to enter the clouds
at about 14,000', I put in up trim and slowed
down to about 145 KIAS. I was reaching down
to lower the gear when all hell broke loose. My
headphones flew off and the papers and maps
that had been sitting on my lap kept blocking my
view of the instruments as they floated up and
down in front of my face. The overspeed light
came on as we hit a wall of water, and I started
pulling back on the yoke. I quickly realized that
cont. p22
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(continued)

pulling back hard was bad so I put in trim as I saw
the airspeed go over 200 KIAS. I had worked the
airspeed back to about 150 KIAS as we popped
out the other side into smooth air. We offered our
thanks to be alive as I tried to understand how I
could have been so stupid. Beaufort Approach
then cleared us to descend to 6,000'. I told the
controller that I had just encountered a cell, and
that I would have appreciated him giving me a
warning. He promptly advised me that Beaufort
does not have weather radar. I know full well that
I can not count on ATC for weather avoidance, but
somehow in the immediate emotional aftermath
of the encounter, I was annoyed by this reality.
This was my third encounter over the years with
weather about 60 miles north of Hilton Head, and
I think its finally the charm.
As reality started setting in I noticed that I had also
forgotten to turn on the igniters and open the ice
door. I went through that wall of water with 200
lbs torque, (the lowest it will go without the gear
warning horn coming on), the igniters turned off
and the ice door closed, so all the water was forced
into the engine. By all rights I should have had a
flame out. What a testimony to the PT-6 engine,
the airframe and the modification.
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But the encounter is not such a great
testimony to my own decision-making. It
is difficult for me to admit that I fell for the
oldest trick in the book…all of the above
D’s. But I hope my honest description
will be a warning to others. I already had
a procedure firmly implanted in my mind
on how to configure the airplane when in
rough weather. Simply drop the gear, power
back to 500 lbs torque, open the ice door,
turn on the igniters and trim to 135 KIAS. I
even have a spot on the trim indicator to
identify where that is in case things get
busy. When turbulence is encountered, I
turn off the auto pilot by touching the trim
switch so that the Flight Director stays on,
be sure altitude hold is off, click the CWS
button when at level attitude (if not already
there) and fly the bars. If at all possible,
these tasks should be completed before
encountering turbulence, which quickly
becomes a distraction. Being able to set the
power quickly without worrying about shock
cooling gives the turbine an advantage over
the piston engine. A thorough inspection
of the airframe is important after such an
encounter.

Nancy also has had to deal with this experience.
About a week passed before she showed any
indications of flying with me again. My wife is
now a more active partner in making go/no
go decisions. I feel fortunate that she still has
enough confidence to fly with me, even if only
on her terms. Consideration for passengers is
an important element in determining what type
of weather we are willing to encounter with
others on board.
The first glimpse I get of my student before a
lesson usually gives me a good idea of what the
lesson is going to be like. We need to learn how
to read ourselves in much the same way, and
understand our limitations today for a specific
mission. You can ask yourself a few basic
questions to help you make the best decision:
Did I get enough sleep last night? Do I have
above- normal stress in my life? When was the
last time I did what I am now about to ask myself
to do? Remember, there is always a tomorrow.
Make sure you are still around tomorrow to
complete what you started out to accomplish
today. Remember, it is your attitude that keeps
you safe at altitude. The mind, like a parachute,
functions only when open.
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Thinking in Thin Air
by Dick Perschau

Dick Perschau
Dick was our M•MOPA President
for 1994 and 1995. A retired USAF
Colonel with 28 years of Active,
Guard, and Reserve time with about
2500 hours in fighters as a USAF
Flight Surgeon, he is currently an
Anesthesiologist in Austin, Texas.
Dick has been a member of the
M•MOPA family since a year after
its conception. His hobbies are
camping, backpacking, scuba
diving, sailing, fishing, computers,
and driving his truck, but his greatest
love is flying his Malibu.

As a flight surgeon, I view with great interest
new members who are flying the Malibu into flight
levels for the first time. Past disasters on Mount
Everest, and the Payne Stewart accident, are
grim reminders that we routinely take our aircraft
into the dangerous territory. With that in mind,
every few years I attempt to highlight the hostile
environment in which we fly.

The Atmosphere
After returning to Earth, many astronauts have
remarked, in a hushed tone of awe, that we live
underneath an extraordinarily thin shell of air.
From space, our atmosphere appears as thin as
a sheet of plastic shrink-wrap around a basketball.
Fly straight up for only about 12 miles and you
will attain your Astronaut Wings. Our shroud of
protection is razor thin.
The main problem of survival in this thin atmosphere
is hypoxia. Our atmosphere contains a fairly
consistent percentage of oxygen (about 21 %) all
the way to the edge of space. But the pressure
needed to drive the necessary oxygen into our
bodies diminishes with decreasing barometric
pressure. At about 18,000 feet, the partial pressure
is about 50% of its value on the surface. That means
that fully half of our atmosphere is contained in the
first 18,000 feet above the surface. As far as our
bodies are concerned, we are half way to the moon
for life support at FL 180. The limited duration of
consciousness at altitude is a direct consequence
of this lower partial pressure of oxygen.
The predictable result of exposure to low barometric
pressures at altitude can be best understood by a
measure of Time of Useful Consciousness (TUC).
This measures the time one has to make purposeful
decisions or maneuvers when suddenly exposed
to high altitudes. Everybody responds differently,
depending on conditioning and physiology, so TUC
is relative to each individual. Nevertheless, typical
values are published, as follows: TUC at 18,000 feet
is 20 to 30 minutes; at 25,000 feet TUC is measured
in minutes, and TUC at 35,000 feet (Payne Stewart’s
accident) is measured in seconds.
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Decompression
The Malibu pressurization system is a welldesigned, nearly fool-proof, piece of engineering
that keeps us comfortable in the flight levels by
increasing the partial pressure of oxygen. The
system keeps our bodies pressurized with
life-supporting oxygen by maintaining a cabin
pressure of 8000 feet at FL 250. But our pressure
vessel can fail, and at that point we become quite
interested in the partial pressure of oxygen and
TUC.
Our pressure vessels may decompress
slowly or rapidly. I can attest that slow
decompression is survivable, an experience
I gained when a mechanic installed my new
door seal upside down. If we realize that our
cabin is decompressing slowly, we have many
options, including a slow descent to hospitable
altitudes, or donning a supplemental oxygen
mask. Several supplemental systems are now
on the market. Dave Coats has reviewed these
systems in previous issues, and has posted
related messages on the MMOPA website.
Unlike most Malibu pilots, Dave routinely uses
his extra oxygen, probably due to his military
experience.
Supplemental oxygen is an important safety
feature. The availability of supplemental oxygen
when losing pressurization at 25,000 feet provides
an opportunity to explore alternatives before
descending rapidly to lower, more hospitable
altitudes. On the other hand, if no supplemental
supply is on hand, simply descending to 18,000
feet yields a gain of many minutes of useful
consciousness. As we push our turbocharged
engines and turboprops to high flight levels, we
must always be aware of the exponential curve
of hostility for life (TUC).
Warning Signs of Slow Decompression
The most important sign of slow decompression is
a gradual worsening of hypoxia, but unfortunately,
the signs of hypoxia are not always obvious.
Hypoxia has been described by military pilots
as a funny feeling, a warming, a distance of
sounds, or maybe even euphoria. Some liken
hypoxia to getting drunk. If not recognized early
enough, hypoxia may creep up on us insidiously
until we are dead. Each person must learn his or
her particular symptoms announcing the onset
of hypoxia. This is a good reason to get some
hypobaric chamber experience. This will allow
you to feel the real thing, and to experience firsthand the rapid degradation of cognitive skills
associated with hypoxia. We did such training for
our military pilots at every initial training session,
and every three-years thereafter. Of course,
the best medicine is prevention, so pilots must
monitor cabin altitude in their normal scan.
The military is particularly well-trained to handle
slow decompression because of their routine use
of supplemental oxygen. In the military, oxygen
is supplemented to aircrews above 5000 feet at
night, which helps night vision (the first sensory
system to degrade with hypoxia). This is sobering
considering that many Malibu pilots routinely fly
at cabin pressure above 5000 feet at night, and
few of us are spring chickens.

Rapid Decompression
Rapid decompression is definitely survivable
if you are properly trained and ready to react
quickly. This is where we blow out a side panel
window or hail blows out the windscreen. If we
are not ready to don a mask immediately, or if
we are not already on supplemental oxygen, the
results could be catastrophic.
Noise, Fogging, Chilling Temperature, and
Flying Debris
In a rapid decompression, the concussion can be
shocking. The term “explosive decompression”
is properly descriptive. The rapid onslaught
of freezing air and loss of pressure will likely
create a subzero, no-visibility condition inside
the cabin. If you manage to avoid getting
extracted from your airplane through the new
opening, the next challenge is to withstand the
300 mile-an-hour tornado blowing through the
cabin. The new weather pattern may include a
lot of debris, such as your charts and coffee cup,
not to mention potentially deadly shards from the
windscreen. This is why military pilots always fly
with helmet shields down, dark during the day,
and clear at night. On top of all this confusion,
our body’s response to the physiological effects
of decompression may be devastating.
Physiological Effects of Rapid Decompression
Rapid decompression may actually cause our
lungs to tear delicate tissue critical to oxygen
exchange. The pressure rapidly trying to escape
our ears and gastrointestinal tract may cause
excruciating expansion and pain. If we survive
the explosive pressures on our air-trapped
cavities, then we can worry about our TUC in
the hypoxic environment. If we are not able to
oxygenate ourselves and descend immediately,
we will not survive. Finally, if we successfully
descend intact, we then must be concerned
about decompression sickness, just like the diver
who ascends too rapidly form the sea. Reacting
quickly to get oxygen as soon as possible is
absolutely essential.
Lessons Learned
1. Know your pressurization system’s limitations
and functions.
2. Monitor your pressurization system. The
warning light at a cabin level of 10,000 feet may
be taking a siesta. Hypoxia and death from slow
decompression have probably been the end of
many pilots, but this is difficult to prove from a
smoking hole.
3. Take care of your pressure vessel. Cracks and
crazing in the windscreens are not good. Make
sure any nicks are within spec, and if not, replace
the windscreen or window.
4. Do not carry anything explosive in the cabin.
5. Have an immediate plan rehearsed for quickly
donning oxygen before TUC runs out, and for
getting the bird down to safe altitudes. Let your
passengers know of the plan at preflight.
6. Be prepared for explosive decompressions by
training at hypobaric chambers made available
by the FAA and military.
7. Remember, flying in the flight levels is serious
business. Keep yourself well-trained, ready, and
physically fit.
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Tired of Sweeping Up at
the End of the Parade
by Dan Maurino

Analysis of the behaviour
of operational personnel
in accidents and incidents
has traditionally been the
method used to assess the
impact of human performance
on safety.
The behaviour preceding a negative
outcome is analysed, searching for human
error, with usually only limited consideration
of the processes that could have led to the
“bad” outcome. An investigator will already
know that the behaviours displayed by
operational personnel were “bad” because
the negative outcomes are a matter of
record, a benefit the operational personnel
obviously did not have at the time. In this
sense, investigators examining human
performance in safety occurrences enjoy
the benefit of hindsight.
Conventional wisdom holds that, in
aviation, safety is first. Consequently,
human behaviours and decision-making
are considered to be totally safety
oriented. However, all production systems
– and aviation is no exception – generate
a migration of behaviours: under the
imperative of economics and efficiency,
people tend to operate at the edges of the
system’s safety space.
A more realistic approach is to consider
operational behaviours and decision-making
as a compromise between production and
safety. The optimum behaviours to achieve
the production demands may not be fully
compatible with what is needed to achieve
the theoretical safety demands. In fact, it
might be argued that the trademark of
experts is not years of experience, but how
effectively they manage the compromise
between production and safety.
Operational errors do not reside in the
person, as conventional safety knowledge
would have us believe. They reside within
task and situational factors, emerging as the
consequence of mismanaging compromises
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between safety and production. These
compromises are a complex and delicate
balance, and humans are generally very
effective in applying the right mechanisms
to achieve success, hence the extraordinary
safety record of aviation.
Humans do sometimes fail to balance
the compromise, so contributing to
safety breakdowns. However, since
successful compromises far outnumber
failures, in order to understand human
performance in context the industry needs
to systematically analyse the mechanisms
underlying successful compromises, rather
than those that failed.
Incident and accident investigation:
The most widely used tool to document
operational human performance and define
remedial strategies is the investigation of
accidents. However, there are limits to the
lessons available through this process.
For example, it might be possible to
identify the type and frequency of errors,
or discover specific training deficiencies
related to identified errors, but this is only
the tip of the iceberg.
Nevertheless, accident investigation has
a clear role within the safety process. It
remains the appropriate tool to uncover
unanticipated failures in technology or rare,
bizarre events. If only normal operations
were monitored, defining assumptions
about safe/unsafe behaviours would prove
to be a task without a frame of reference.
Therefore, a properly focussed and
contemporary accident investigation can
reveal how specific behaviours, including
errors and error management, can
generate an unstable or catastrophic state
of affairs. Should accident investigation
restrict itself to mere retroactive analyses,
its only contribution in terms of human
error would be increased industry
databases, the usefulness of which
remains dubious.

Incidents are more telling markers than
accidents – at least of system safety
– because they signal weaknesses within
the overall system before it breaks down.
There are, nevertheless, limits to the value
of this information.
First, incidents are reported in the language
of aviation and therefore capture only the
external manifestations of errors. Second,
incidents are self-reported, so the
processes and mechanisms underlying
an error may not reflect reality. Third – and
most importantly – incident reporting
systems are vulnerable to what has been
described as “normalisation of deviance”.
Normalised deviance: Over time,
operational personnel develop informal
and spontaneous group practices that
circumvent poor equipment design, clumsy
procedures, or policies incompatible with
operational realities, all of which complicate
operational tasks. Precisely because they
are normal, neither these practices nor
their down sides will be noted by incident
reporting systems.
This problem is compounded by the fact
that the most willing reporters may not
fully appreciate what events should be
reported. If you are continuously exposed
to substandard managerial practices, poor
working conditions, or flawed equipment,
you might have difficulty working out what
problems are reportable.
While these factors would arguably be
reported if they generated incidents, there
remains the difficult task of evaluating how
they create less than safe situations.
Incident reporting systems are better
than accident investigations for
understanding system and operational
human performance. Their value lies in
pinpointing areas of concern; however,
incident information does not necessarily
capture the concerns themselves.
The observation of training behaviours, such
as flight crew simulator training, is another
tool which can help us to understand
operational human performance. However,
training behaviours are heavily biased
towards safety, – things are done “by the

book”, providing only an approximation of
behaviour during line operations.
Digital Flight Data Recorder (DFDR) and
Quick Access Recorder (QAR) information
from normal flights are valuable diagnostic
tools. While DFDR/QAR read-outs provide
information on the frequency operational
limits are exceeded and their locations,
these cannot yield information on the
human behaviours leading to an event.
Pilot reports are still necessary to provide
the context in which to diagnose the
problems.
Although probably under utilised because
of cultural and legal factors, DFDR/QAR
data can help to identify the operational
contexts within which migration of
behaviours towards the edge of the
system’s safety limits take place.
In order to uncover the mechanisms
underlying the human contribution to
failures and successes in aviation safety
we need to focus on the monitoring of
normal line operations.
Any typical line flight involves inevitable –
mostly inconsequential – errors. Examples
include selecting wrong frequencies,
dialling wrong altitudes, acknowledging
incorrect read-backs and mishandling
switches and levers. Some errors are due
to flaws in human performance, others are
fostered by shortcomings in the system;
most are a combination of both.
The majority of errors have no damaging
consequences because operational
personnel employ successful coping
strategies, and system defences act as
a containment net. It is by understanding
these successful strategies and defences
that we can best learn to shape remedial
strategies, rather than by continuing to
focus solely on failures.
Looking only at data after the fact feels a
bit like trying to design a good celebration
by focussing on “sweeping up after the
parade”. It is essential to move beyond
the visible manifestations of error when
designing remedial strategies.
A new approach: Progressing to normal
operations monitoring requires adjusting

the prevailing view of human error. In the
past, safety analyses in aviation have
viewed human error as an undesirable
and wrongful manifestation of human
behaviour. In recent years, a considerable
body of practically oriented research
has substantiated a fundamental
concept of human cognition: error is a
normal component of human behaviour.
Regardless of the quantity and quality
of regulation, new technology, or new
training, error will continue to be a factor
in operational environments because it is
simply the down side of human cognition.
Error is a conservation mechanism afforded
by human cognition to allow us to operate
flexibly under demanding conditions for
prolonged periods without draining our
mental batteries. In other words, error is
the price we pay for being able to think
on our feet.
In operational contexts, errors that are
caught in time and do not produce
damaging consequences are, for practical
purposes, inconsequential. Countermeasures to error should not just look
at avoiding errors; but rather to making
them visible and trapping them before they
produce damaging consequences. This is
the essence of error management.
Under a Line Operation Safety Audit
(LOSA), flaws in human performance
and the prevalence of error are taken
for granted, and the objective becomes
improving the context within which humans
perform. LOSA aims ultimately to introduce
a buffer zone or time delay between an error
and the point its consequences become a
threat to safety. The better the quality of
the buffer or the longer the time delay, the
stronger the tolerance of the operational
context to the negative consequences of
human error.
The challenge for the large-scale
implementation of analysis of normal
operations is to overcome the obstacles
presented by a blame-oriented industry.
Captain Daniel E. Maurino is head of the
human factors program for the International
Civil Aviation Organization.
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A Closer Inspection: What
Really Happens in the Cockpit
by Bob Helmreich

Airlines have historically
relied on reviews of pilot
performance during formal proficiency checks
conducted in simulators to evaluate safety
and currency. The data
gathered from these
training sessions clearly
provide accurate information on a pilot’s technical
competence and ability to respond to particular challenges.
In the case of line oriented evaluation (LOE), the data show ability to
respond to normal and abnormal situations.
Data are also obtained from line checks in
which an evaluator grades performance during normal flight operations. An important
limitation, however, is that these data do not
reveal how crews behave when not under
formal surveillance. Are the behaviors during
formal evaluation routinely followed by crews
not under scrutiny?
Another source of safety data comes from
monitoring digital flight data recorders
(FOQA or flight operations quality
assurance). FOQA data provide a precise
record of flight parameters and crew actions,
and have been hailed as a major contribution
to safety. However, the limitation of FOQA
data is that no information is recorded about
why particular actions were taken.
Finally, formal analyses of data on accidents
and incidents provide insights, but are
limited because they are rare events that
may not be representative.
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To get a full picture of crew behavior and
system performance, and to check on the
impact of safety initiatives such as crew
resource management (CRM), our research
group at the University of Texas at Austin
placed specially trained, expert observers
in the cockpit of normal line flights. We call
this a line operation safety audit, or LOSA.
The critical difference between a LOSA flight
and a line check is LOSA’s guarantee of
anonymity for the crew. Data are entered
into a de-identified database and no crew
actions are reported to management or the
regulatory agency. From the information
we have collected, we are confident that
trust has been achieved, and that we
are indeed observing normal operations.
LOSA captures exemplary as well as
deficient performance: it is important for
pilots and organizations to know areas in

which they excel as well as those in need of
improvement.
Observers generate a narrative of the flight
classified by phase. Coding begins with
crew behavior in the pre-flight phase and
includes ratings of the behavioral markers of
CRM practices developed by the University
of Texas group.
Up to 1997, we observed more than 3,000
flight segments in five airlines using ratings
based on CRM behaviors. Since 1997 the
research group has focussed explicitly on
threat and error, and has observed more
than 1,000 flight segments. This involves
coding external threats to safety, and errors
committed by external agents such as
air traffic control. The behavioral markers
employed to manage threat are also coded.
Error is classified in LOSA as deviation from
organizational or crew expectations or
intentions. Errors committed by the flight crew
are described and coded along with actions
(if any) taken to deal with the consequences
of the error.

Varieties of Error

Drawing from the observations of error, we
have been able to classify all of the errors
seen into five broad categories: procedural
errors, communications errors, decision
errors, proficiency errors and violations.
Procedural errors. These are what most
people typically think of as errors: crews
intending to follow a procedure, but doing
it incorrectly. Procedural errors include the
usual classification of slips, lapses and
mistakes. This type of error can only be
committed when formal procedures establish
a benchmark against which actions can be
measured.
Communications errors. These involve
failures in the transfer of information,
including misstatements, misunderstandings
and omissions. The identification of
communications errors in accident
investigations provided impetus for the
development of CRM training.
Decision errors. When crews choose to
follow a course of action that unnecessarily
increases risk to the flight in a situation not
governed by formal procedures, this action
is classified as a decision error. For example,
crews may choose not to deviate around
weather on their flight path, resulting in an
encounter with turbulence.

Proficiency errors. This classification is
applied to situations where a crew member
lacks the knowledge or stick-and-rudder skill
necessary to perform a task. A number of
observed proficiency errors involve lack of
knowledge of flight deck automation.
Intentional non-compliance. When crews
obviously and intentionally violate company or
regulatory requirements, these are classified
as intentional non-compliance errors. Failing
to abort an unstable approach as required
by company procedures would fit into this
classification.
The outcomes of threats and errors can
be inconsequential or consequential. In
our methodology, consequential errors are
those that result in an undesired aircraft
state, or that lead to additional crew error.
Undesired aircraft states include deviations
from desired navigational path or altitude,
unstable approaches, long or hard landings,
being on the wrong runway or taxiway,
and arriving at the wrong airport or wrong
country. Most undesired states put flights
at increased risk. When an error (or threat)
becomes consequential, the crew is no longer
managing threat and error; their task becomes
management of the undesired state.
Since 1997, we have conducted six formal
LOSAs involving U.S. and foreign air carriers
using the threat and error management
methodology. The data show that 72% of
flights observed encountered one or more
threats, with an average of two per flight,
with a range of 0 to 17 per flight. The most
frequently encountered threats were adverse
weather (34%), ATC actions or errors (34%)
and aircraft malfunctions (15 %).
Errors (as opposed to threats just covered)
were observed on 68 % of flights, again with
an average of two per segment and a range
of 0 to 14 per flight. The most frequent source
of error was data entry into the mode control
panel or flight management computer. The
second most frequent error involved the
use and completion of checklists. The
most frequent type of error, more than half
of those observed, was non-compliance or
violation. In contrast, proficiency errors were
the least frequent (5%), which is a tribute to
the qualification standards of the airlines.

Violations Matter

With only 2% of violations leading to undesired
aircraft states, it is tempting to say that most
intentional non-compliance is of little import,
a bit like driving just over the speed limit.
However, analysis suggests that this is not
the case: violations matter since those who
violate place a flight at greater risk.
We reached this conclusion by splitting
the database into two groups, those flights
with one or more violations and those with
none. We then looked at the incidence and
consequences of other types of errors by

each group. We found that crews with a
violation were almost twice as likely to commit
one of the other four types of error, and that
the errors were nearly twice as likely to be
consequential.
Examination of the outcomes of error reveals
that 85% of all errors are inconsequential,
evidence of the error tolerance of the
aviation system. Of those errors that were
consequential, 12% resulted in undesired
aircraft states, and 3% resulted in additional
error, creating an error chain. When the error
resulted in an undesired aircraft state, 79%
of these were mitigated by crew action. In 2%
of the cases, crew action exacerbated the
situation, while in 12%, no attempt to alleviate
the situation was observed.
There was also substantial variability in the
occurrence of threat and error across phases
of flight. Consistent with the global accident
rate, it is not surprising to find that the highest
percentage of both threats and errors were
encountered in the approach and landing
phase. What is surprising is the fact that
more than 20 % of threats and errors were
found during the pre-departure/taxi phase,
emphasising the importance of pre-flight and
departure activities.

Organizational and National Culture

We note that the most significant differences
between national cultures found in our survey
of pilots in more than twenty nations related
to the importance of adhering to rules. The
U.S. scored as the least accepting of the
importance of following rules. As a result
of these cultural differences, we would not
expect to find a comparable percentage of
intentional non-compliance errors in cultures
higher on the rules and order dimension.
A high degree of variability was found
between airlines in the number of threats
encountered, the number of errors committed
and the percentage leading to undesired
aircraft states. This is hardly surprising as the
airlines sampled differed in many ways. The
implications of this are that the methodology
can be used to sample any type of operation
and can show norms and also variability in a
highly complex system.

Value Assured

Organizations that have participated in LOSA
have been enthusiastic about its value. The
data provide management with information
that helps prioritize safety initiatives, and
training departments can use the information
to develop targeted training.
The various types of error suggest different
remedial strategies. For example, a high
incidence of violations can point to poor
procedures, weak leadership, or a culture
of non-compliance. Procedural errors may
suggest poor workload management or may
be a reflection of inadequate procedures.
Communications errors may reflect a need for

more focus on CRM, especially interpersonal
communications issues. Similarly, decision
errors may suggest a need for further CRM
concentration on expert decision-making
and risk assessment. Finally, proficiency
errors suggest a need to tighten standards
for qualification and evaluation.
Requests from airlines in the U.S. and abroad
far outstrip the capabilities of the University
of Texas research group. The current LOSA
procedures are better suited to research than
to operational assessment. The research
team aims to develop a more user-friendly
set of procedures that can be applied by
organizations for self-assessment. The
growing database can be used to answer
specific questions, for example is crew
performance better with the captain or
the first officer flying? Based on data from
3,800 flights, the answer is that it makes
no difference if the environment is benign,
but effectiveness is significantly higher in
complex, challenging environments with the
first officer flying.
One of the strengths of the LOSA project is
the fact that a database is being developed
that allows organizations to compare their
results with those of other airlines. Such
comparisons help in interpretation of the
significance of, for example, the number of
procedural and decision errors observed and
the effectiveness of threat and error countermeasures.
Using the data from LOSA, we have
developed a model of threat and error
management. The approach fits well with
Reason’s renowned “Swiss cheese” model
(see accompanying article). It recognizes
both overt and latent threats and how they
fit into management of error and undesired
states. The model is proving useful as a
guide to the analysis and understanding
of incidents and accidents and is being
employed by the safety department of one
major airline. Using the model as a template
can aid in the identification and remediation
of latent threats before they have adverse
consequences.
Non-jeopardy assessment of crew behavior
provides a valid picture of normal flight
operations. The fact that a majority of the
errors observed involved violations of
procedures or regulations indicates that
crews trust the system and do not perceive
the observations as threatening their status.
Bob Helmreich is head of the University of
Texas Human Factors Research Project,
which has conducted thousands of
observations of how crews recover from
threat and error in normal operations.
Published with permission from Flight Safety
Australia. All rights reserved.
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Heroic Compensations:
The Benign Face of Human
Factors
by James Reason

Human performance in
high-technology hazardous systems is typically studied using two
approaches: one involves
the “fly-on-the-wall” observation of normal activities; the other
is triggered by the occurrence of an
adverse event. An “event” is something
untoward that disrupts the flow of normal or
intended activities and which may, and often
does, have harmful consequences.

The New Reason Swiss Cheese
Model
All systems have multiple layers
of defense against hazards and
errors. It is only when the failures
in these defenses line up (as in
holes in several slices of Swiss
cheese) that an accident or
incident results. The last line of
defense, represented in the model
by a slice of cheddar cheese
(with no holes), is the operator’s
ability to compensate for errors
and adverse events. This ability
is eroded as the number of minor
events increases. All operators
make errors, but the best of them
have the ability to compensate
for any adverse effects. This
ability depends on their skill and
experience, as well as the extent
to which they have mentally
rehearsed the detection and
recovery of their errors.

In human factors research at least, there can
be little doubt that the dominant tradition is
the event-dependent one. Such analyses
focus upon the errors and violations that
either constitute or contribute to an event.
The worse the event, the more intensive is
the investigation of the preceding decisions
and actions. As a result, we have learned a
good deal about the varieties of unsafe acts
and, to a lesser degree, we know something
of the circumstances that can provoke and
shape them.
Unfortunately, this has established a biased
view of the human factor as something that
is causally implicated in the large majority
of bad events. Compounding the problem
further, stating that people make errors
is probably one of the least interesting
observations about the human condition,
on par with declaring that we breathe
oxygen and will some day die. Such
information is undoubtedly important, but
hardly newsworthy. Nonetheless, errors
are sufficiently uppermost in the minds of
managers of hazardous technologies that
they often regard the main goal of safety
management as the elimination of human
fallibility, rather than the avoidance of its
damaging consequences.
So if human fallibility is a mere truism,
what is really interesting about human
performance? The answer lies on the
reverse side of the coin. As operators
of complex systems, people have an
unmatched capacity to adapt and adjust
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to the surprises thrown up by a dynamic
and uncertain world. This includes the often
remarkable ability to compensate for their
own errors. Making errors is a fact of life,
but recovering them, particularly when these
recoveries involve heroic improvisations, is
quite another matter.

Gimli Glider

On 23 July 1983, a Boeing 767 aircraft
enroute to Edmonton from Ottawa ran
out of fuel over Red Lake, Ontario, about
halfway to its destination. The reasons for
this were a combination of inoperative fuel
gauges, fuel loading errors and mistaken
assumptions on the part of the flight crew.
These errors and system failures were dealt
with at length in the 104-page report of the
Board of Inquiry.
Only three paragraphs were devoted to the
most extraordinary feature of this event: the
forced landing at Gimli, a disused military
airstrip, from which all 61 passengers and
eight flight crew walked away unharmed
from an aircraft that was fit for service after
relatively minor repairs.
When the second engine stopped, the
aircraft was at 35,000ft and 65nm from
Winnipeg. All the electronic gauges in the
cockpit had ceased to function, leaving
only stand-by instruments operative. The
first officer, an ex-military pilot, recalled
that he had flown training aircraft in and
out of Gimli, some 45 miles away. When it
became evident that they would not make
it to Winnipeg, the captain, in consultation
with air traffic control, redirected the aircraft
to Gimli, now 12 miles away on the shores
of Lake Winnipeg. The report continues as
follows:
“Fortunately for all concerned, one of
Captain Pearson’s skills is gliding. He
proved his skill as a glider pilot by using
gliding techniques to fly the large aircraft to
a safe landing. Without power, the aircraft
had no flaps or slats to control the rate and
speed of descent. There was only one

chance of landing. By the time the aircraft
reached the beginning of the runway, it had
to be flying low enough and slowly enough
to land within the length of the 7,200ft
(2,200m) runway.
“As they approached Gimli, Captain
Pearson and First Officer Quintal discussed
the possibility of executing a side-slip to lose
height and speed close to the beginning of
the runway. This the captain did on the final
approach and touched down within 800ft
(244m) of the threshold.”
The last laconic sentence of the report
is a masterpiece of understatement: “It
is unlikely that either Boeing or Captain
Pearson’s employers had ever imagined
the side-slip manoeuvre being applied to
a wide-bodied jet airliner.”
As it turned out however, it was almost
certainly the only way that the aircraft
could have made a safe landing under
those circumstances. This was heroic
improvisation at its most inspired.

Theoretical Framework

The literature provides relatively little
in the way of theoretical guidance to
understanding and facilitating these
remarkable adaptations. Most safety-related
studies have focused upon identifying those
factors that create moments of vulnerability
rather than elucidating the nature of
resilience. The two notable exceptions are,
firstly, the observation-based analyses of
high-reliability organizations; and, secondly,
the more person-oriented work on mental
readiness in the achievement of sporting
and surgical excellence. Although these
two research areas derive from different
disciplinary backgrounds, they reveal
similar processes operating at both the
organizational and individual levels.
There would appear to be at least two
vital components underpinning both
high-reliability organizations and individual
excellence:
• a mindset that expects unpleasant
surprises.
• the flexibility to deploy different modes of
adaptation in different circumstances.
In short, there is a mental element and
an action element, and both are equally
important. Effective contingency planning
at both the organizational and the personal
levels depends on the ability to anticipate a
wide variety of crises. Both components are
resource-limited. Any person or organization

can only foresee and prepare for a finite
number of possible circumstances and
crisis scenarios.
Crises consume available coping
resources quite rapidly. Only those people
or organizations that have invested a
considerable amount of preparatory
effort in the pre-crisis period will be able
to deploy compensatory responses in a
sufficiently timely and appropriate manner
so as to maintain the necessary resilience.
These three concepts, cognitive readiness,
pre-prepared responses and the restricted
nature of coping resources, proved to be
extremely valuable in interpreting the data
obtained from the surgical study described
below.

Good Compensators

Over the past few years, we have been
investigating the compensations carried
out by UK paediatric cardio-thoracic
surgical teams during the course of the
neonatal arterial switch procedure. We
were fortunate in having a skilled human
factors observer present at 165 of these
procedures. In other words, it was an eventindependent study. Twenty-one consultant
surgeons in 16 institutions throughout the
country performed these neonatal switch
operations
The arterial switch operation (ASO) involves
correcting cardiovascular congenital
defects in very young babies by transposing
the great arteries, the pulmonary artery and
the aorta, so as to permit the full circulation
of oxygenated blood. Without such an
intervention, the child would die. The
children upon whom the ASO is performed
are born with the great vessels of the heart
connected to the wrong ventricles: the aorta
is connected to the right ventricle and the
pulmonary artery to the left ventricle. The
operation may last for five to six hours, and
is highly demanding both technically and
in human terms.
The most challenging part of the procedure
involves relocating the coronary arteries,
each comprising thin friable tissue. The
arterial switch procedure takes the surgical
team, and particularly the consultant
surgeon, close to the edges of the human
performance envelope on a variety of
parameters: psychomotor skills, naturalistic
decision-making, and in its claims upon
knowledge, experience, leadership,
management and communication skills.
Errors of one kind or another are almost
inevitable under such conditions. What

matters are not the errors per se but whether
or not they are detected and recovered. In
the surgical context, as we shall see, bad
outcomes happen when major adverse
events, usually the result of errors, go
uncompensated. Happy outcomes, by far
the majority, are due in large part to effective
compensation by the surgical team.
On average, there were seven adverse
events per procedure. One of these
was life-threatening (a major event); the
remaining six were relatively minor events
that disrupted the surgical flow but did not
immediately jeopardize the safety of the
patient. Nearly all of these events arose
as the result of errors on the part of the
surgical team.
Over half the major events were successfully
compensated. When this happened, there
was no increase in the risk of death in that
particular procedure. However, only 20%
of the minor events were compensated.
Surgical teams varied in their compensatory
success. Good compensators had good
outcomes.
Compensation for minor events was far less
important than their total number within a
given operation. The larger the numbers
of minor events, the less likely were the
teams to cope effectively with a major
event. Minor events appeared to exert an
additive effect by cumulatively eroding the
limited compensatory resources of the
surgical team.
The message from this study was clear.
All surgeons make errors, but the best of
them have the ability to compensate for any
adverse effects. This ability depends on the
skill and experience of the surgeon, as well
as the extent to which they have mentally
rehearsed the detection and recovery of
their errors.

The Variability Paradox

The reduction, or even elimination, of human
error has now become one of the primary
objectives of system managers. Errors
and violations are viewed, reasonably
enough, as deviations from some desired
or appropriate behaviour. Having mainly an
engineering background, such managers
attribute human unreliability to unwanted
variability. So, as with technical unreliability,
they see the solution as one of ensuring
greater consistency of human action.
They do this through procedures and by
buying more automation. What they often
fail to appreciate however, is that human
cont.
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variability in the form of moment-to-moment
adaptations and adjustments to changing
events is also what preserves system safety in
an uncertain and dynamic world. And therein
lies the paradox. By striving to constrain human
variability, they are also undermining one the
system’s most important safeguards.
The problem has been encapsulated by
Weick’s insightful observation that “reliability is
a dynamic non-event”. It is dynamic because
processes remain under control due to
compensations by human components. It is a
non-event because safe outcomes claim little
or no attention.
The paradox is rooted in the fact that accidents
are salient, while non-events by definition are
not. Recently, Weick and his co-workers have
challenged the perceived wisdom that an
organization’s reliability depends upon the
consistency, repeatability and invariance of its
routines and activities. Unvarying performance,
they argue, cannot cope with the unexpected.
To account for the success of high-reliability
organizations in dealing with unanticipated

(continued)

events, they distinguish two aspects of
organizational functioning: cognition and
activity.
The cognitive element relates to being alert
to the possibility of unpleasant surprises and
having the collective mindset necessary to
detect, understand and recover them before
they bring about bad consequences.
In high-reliability organizations, flexibility
is encouraged, but there is consistency in
the organizational mindset relating to the
operational hazards. This cognitive stability
depends critically upon an informed culture,
or what Weick and his colleagues have called
“collective mindfulness”. Collective mindfulness
allows an organization to cope with the
unanticipated in an optimal manner. “Optimal”
does not necessarily mean “on every occasion”,
but the evidence suggests that the presence of
such enduring cognitive processes is a critical
component of organizational resilience.
Since catastrophic failures are rare events,
collectively mindful organizations work hard to

extract the most value from what little data they
have. They actively set out to create a reporting
culture by commending, even rewarding, people
for reporting their errors and near misses. They
work on the assumption that what might seem
to be an isolated failure is likely to come from the
confluence of many “upstream” causal chains.
Instead of localizing failures, they generalize
them. Instead of applying local repairs, they
strive for system reforms. They do not take
the past as a guide to the future. Aware that
system failures can take a wide variety of yetto-be-encountered forms, they are continually
on the lookout for “sneak paths” or novel ways
in which active failures and latent conditions
can combine to defeat or by-pass the system
defences.
Professor James Reason, Department
of Psychology, University of Manchester,
Manchester, UK. Professor Reason is the
originator of the “Swiss cheese” model of
accident causation.
Published with permission from Flight Safety
Australia. All rights reserved
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JetProp DLX
Owner’s Report
A Cabin-Class Single-Engine Turbine at an
“Affordable Price”
by Dan Lawson

Darwin Conrad developed his general aviation
reputation as a modifier of
Mooney airframes under the
Rocket Engineering moniker,
during which time he developed
his blueprint for success: Take a
superior airframe mismatched to a
marginal engine, and mate it to a robust yet efficient powerplant. Add a daub
of superior engineering, deliver superb
performance figures, and then obtain an
STC for the conversion. With the design,
engineering, and staff in place, carefully
cultivate a reputation for a high quality and
reliable aircraft factory program, and finally,
throw in an honest and first-rate factory support program for good measure. In bringing
up the JetProp DLX, Darwin understood the
demanding nature of PA-46 owners; their
desperate need for a reliable engine, one
with excess power for climb through icing,
and improved cruise performance in the
flight levels. His engineering philosophy
was applied with gusto during the planning, development, and marriage of the
Pratt & Whitney (P&W) PT6A turbine with
the PA-46 airframe.

Background and History:
The Rocket Engineering/
JetProp LLC
A Company is Born

JetProp LLC (JP) was organized and
financed in 1996 to bring a certified turbine
conversion for the PA-46 airframe to the
marketplace within two-years. The FAA
issued the JetProp DLX Supplemental Type
Certificate to Rocket Engineering (RE) at
the 1998 Air Venture (EAA Oshkosh) Fly-In.
For the earliest JP owners, the decision to
purchase a DLX was a leap of faith, and
a corporeal expression of their belief in
Rocket Engineering and Darwin Conrad.
Those early pioneers endured the teething
pains of this new conversion, and they
represented a bedrock of spiritual support
for many subsequent owners who placed
their faith and trust in that early experience
when deciding to “go turbine.” Over 70
JetProps have now been produced, with
production capabilities of six JetProps
per month. To meet demand for the DLX
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and the Mooney conversion products, RE
recently expanded its production facility.
Current product information, specifications,
and price information, as well as an owner’s
bulletin board (modeled after the MMOPA
site), are featured on the JetProp website
www.jetprop.com.

Owner Experience

In this article I wish to share with you the
accumulated wisdom of many JetProp
DLX owners, with a review of three years of
flying experience. Along with information
shared at two MMOPA conventions, I hope
to paint a complete portrait of this wonderful
airplane.
The enthusiasm and depth of sentiment for
this powerplant and airframe combination is
quite profound. Owners believe the JetProp
conversion is a “mighty bang for the buck.”
As one former Mirage owner put it, “where
else can I get a single-engine turbine aircraft
for under a million dollars?” Factors for
purchasing the DLX include the conversion
cost, reliability of the PT6A powerplant,
preservation of the forward baggage
compartment, payload, and fuel economy.
More recent JP buyers mention enthusiastic
warranty support and the presence of a
robust secondary market for used JetProps
as a confidence builder. A frequently
echoed sentiment was expressed by this
owner: “…of all the [expensive] things
I’ve ever bought, this one [the JetProp] is
the closest to being what was promised.”
Laudatory comments are forthcoming on
customer service and factory warranty
support; the early JP owners applaud RE
for ongoing improvements to their JetProps
with upgrades and modifications, and
everyone emphasizes the durable quality of
the finished aircraft. Owners mention calls
from RE to solicit reactions and comments,
and many design improvements introduced
to the DLX are a direct result of the
feedback. As Mr. Conrad states: “We are
trying to build a better mousetrap. Everyone
benefits from all the improvements we make
to the design.”

Going for a Conversion

For the prospective buyer, undertaking
the conversion of a PA-46 airframe is a

straightforward turnkey process. You
bring an airframe, and Rocket Engineering/
JetProp LLC will build a JetProp DLX in about
12 weeks. Buyers report that airplanes are
being completed as promised and on-time.
Included in your DLX purchase is one week
of initial training at Flight Safety International,
and factory flight training is required in your
own aircraft under the watchful eye of RE
instructors. Complete with every aircraft
delivery is a detailed factory tour. Extensive
explanations of JetProp construction are
intended to enhance your appreciation for
the conversion and the systems designed
into the DLX.
Owners say that the JetProp DLX delivery
experience is thoughtful, pleasant, and
without surprises. The staff at RE are
friendly, and each aircraft is fine-tuned
after every training flight in preparation for
final delivery. One word of caution is in
order: JP owners advise that pre-existing
deficiencies in the airframe are not
addressed by the conversion, and this vital
point was repeated by RE in preparation for
this article. The majority of maintenance
issues arising after conversion are linked
to fundamental problems with the airframe.
Therefore, buyers are strongly urged to
complete a thorough airframe inspection
with appropriate repairs, prior to bringing
an aircraft to Spokane for conversion.

Design Goals

Pratt & Whitney collaborated with Rocket
Engineering to meet several design
goals in matching the PT6A with the
PA-46: Ample muscle for potent climb
performance (initial sea-level climb of
3000 fpm at 105 KIAS), adequate power
at the service ceiling, and fuel-efficiency.
The PT6A-34 consumes kerosene at
about 100 lbs/hour when at idle, and
on a standard day at FL270 the engine
produces approximately 350 shp while
consuming 210 lbs/hour. The overall
excellence of the aeronautic engineering,
and of the factory installation, is manifest
by the conspicuous lack of issues with the
engine/airframe combination.
The famed reliability of the PT6A engine
is evident in its service history, and thus
far owners report reaching the expected
maintenance milestones. Only one aspect
of the engine/airframe marriage has
required re-examination; several owners
reported inadequate power output and
performance from their aircraft.

Engine Performance

Although every P&W turbine engine is
“set-up” to specification at the factory, the
power developed by an individual turbine
engine is dependent on the final engine
configuration at delivery, and its interaction
with the airframe to which it is attached.
Several JP owners noted that their engines
were temperature limited (ITT) at an altitude
significantly lower than that predicted by the
DLX performance charts. Translated, that
means they observed inadequate power
output and poor climb performance at high
altitudes, as well as cruise speeds less than
predicted by the POH. Both RE and P&W
conducted extensive testing to isolate the
causes of this phenomenon. They found
that leaks within the air-induction system,
including ice-door rigging, reduces “ramair” to the engine; this manifests as early
peaking of the ITT and reduced power.
Alterations to the induction system solved
the low power issue for some aircraft.
However, for the others no airframe issues
could be identified. After further study, Pratt
&Whitney modified the design specification
for the compressor section in order to
augment engine breathing, and to more
closely match the characteristics of the
JetProp cowl and intake design. Those
remaining engines, once re-classed at the
P&W factory, now perform as expected,
and the owners affirm that they are
seeing published aircraft climb and cruise
performance. Moreover, RE states that all
P&W engines now being built for the DLX
are specifically classed for this airframe
application.

Engine Mounts

Discussions at the 2001 MMOPA convention
brought to light the apparent frequency of
PA-46 engine mount cracks at the attaching
point for the nose gear actuator and the
engine mount. These cracks have been
found on both the Malibu and the Mirage,
and their existence has been repeatedly
confirmed by owners and well-known PA-46
repair shops. This cracking phenomenon
was not known to Darwin Conrad at the time
the PT6A engine mount was first designed;
the original JP engine mount was designed
using the original PA-46 geometry, with the
necessary modifications for the PT6A
powerplant. As PA-46 aircraft arrived for
conversions, Rocket Engineering began to
discover a significant number of cracks on
removed (piston) engine mounts. An early
JP conversion suffered such a cracked
mount, and subsequent investigation of

other newly converted aircraft revealed
more JP engine mounts with similar cracks.
In response, RE issued an emergency
Service Bulletin to alter the engine mount
by welding additional stiffeners positioned
to accommodate the loads placed on the
nose gear actuator during tug operations.
Every JetProp DLX has the newest engine
mount design, and no further cracks have
been reported in the JP fleet.

Fuel System

The JetProp conversion encompasses
alterations to accommodate the control
and safety systems needed to fly behind
a turbine engine, and to satisfy FAA
regulations. To meet that goal, the PA46 piston fuel system was significantly
modified for turbine operations. Since the
major cause for (turbine) engine stoppage
is fuel starvation, many modifications to the
PA-46 reflect a zeal for redundancy; there
are multiple sources for fuel, multiple fuel
pumps, and increased fuel capacity. Five
fuel pumps are available to draw fuel from
the wing tanks to the engine. The two wing
(hopper tank) fuel pumps are retained and
so is the fuel selector mechanism. These
pumps feed the 12.1-gallon header tank
mounted in the right side of the baggage
compartment. A separate (emergency) fuel
pump is installed in the fuel line to backup
the wing tank pumps. Inside the header
tank are two submerged high-pressure
pumps; one is selected by the pilot to
supply pressurized fuel to the enginedriven fuel pump. In the unlikely event that
all five fuel pumps fail, the engine driven
pump can draw fuel for the engine from
the header tank and if necessary, the wing
tank as well.
From an operational perspective, early
JP owners described frequent cycling
of the wing fuel pump accompanied
by the annunciator (boost pump) lamp
illuminating. Once in cruise at altitude,
they reported intermittent pump (and
annunciator) activation for refilling of the
header tank. To reduce the frequency
of this phenomenon, pilots were trained
to manually activate the (emergency)
fuel pump, thereby completely filling and
purging the header tank. To automate this
process, and reduce pilot workload, RE
has made several alterations, and under
this mod, the header tank is pumped full
with fuel and automatically purged, thus
minimizing fuel pump cycles occurring
cont. p43
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during flight. This mod is incorporated into
all recent JetProp conversions, and many
owners have added this warranty upgrade
to their aircraft.

Instrumentation and Engine Trend
Monitoring

Operating and managing a turbine engine
requires different engine instrumentation,
assorted engine and fuel switches, as well
as fuel pressure and header tank gauges.
Owners consistently complement the
placement and ergonomics of the new
switches and new electronic engine
instruments, as well as the quality of the
panel installation in the cockpit. In addition,
most owners have opted to install the Shadin
Engine Trend Monitoring (ETM) system.
The Shadin measures engine and airframe
parameters, and includes an airdata and fuel
management computer. The ETM records
all data at regular intervals on a removable/
downloadable key. Many owners view the
ETM as the airplane’s “watchdog” over
engine operation and airframe limits, and
the ETM data are the backbone for creating
a trend of engine performance. ETM output
is analyzed and a performance “signature”
for the engine established. Besides being
useful for warranty issues, engine trend
analysis can be obtained by subscription
from P&W or the Trend Group of California.
Areas of preventative maintenance can be
identified for owner action, and a record
of engine/airframe operation is helpful to
prospective buyers of a pre-owned JetProp.
Unfortunately many have experienced
sporadic problems with ETM software,
setup, data writing, and/or functionality.
This includes software incompatibilities
with certain GPS systems, hardware bugs,
and defects in the sensing probes used to
collect engine/airframe data. Fixes have
included software patches and hardware
upgrades under warranty, as well as
replacement of suspect probes.
Few vacuum instruments remain on the
DLX; they include the KI-256 artificial
horizon/flight-director used with the KFC150 autopilot, and in some airplanes,
the co-pilot horizon and directional gyro.
Vacuum power for these instruments
and the de-ice boots, is provided by an
engine driven vacuum pump. Additional
vacuum is supplied by a stand-by injectorassembly that is powered by P3 bleed air.
The recently upgraded injector design can
drive all vacuum instruments at altitudes
below FL170, and the KI-256 alone up to
the aircraft service ceiling of FL270.

Electrical System

Adequate electrical capacity for running
the DLX is supplied by a gear-driven 200amp DC generator/starter attached to the
accessory case of the turbine engine.
Power is supplied to the main tie-bus via two
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independent 80-amp circuits, but for backup
a pilot can switch to a 70-amp belt-driven
alternator. The alternator is primarily used
for the care and feeding of the recombinantgas batteries; two separate pairs of Concord
RG 25xc batteries are used for engine-start
and as battery power for the JetProp. Either
pair is individually selectable to power the
bus, but they are all used simultaneously
for engine starting. After the deep battery
discharge characteristic during an engine
start, the alternator gently recharges them,
and the pilot then manually engages the
DC generator to power the aircraft. The
Concord recombinant batteries require
some attention for consistent performance;
“conditioning” of recombinant batteries
means using a battery charger especially
designed to cycle the battery through a
deep discharge followed by a controlled
constant current charge that restores the
battery to its full capacity. Owners who have
operated the DLX for prolonged periods of
time without battery conditioning report
sagging battery voltage and poor charging
of the battery, eventually leading to a weak
battery unable to deliver adequate current
to the starter. Battery conditioning is now
a regular maintenance item for JP owners.
RE also supplies a trickle-charger especially
designed for the Concord batteries that is
used to maintain battery performance
during periods of inactivity.

Cabin Environment

One feature of cabin-class aircraft
important to owners and passengers alike
is cabin comfort, including low-ambient
noise, and adequate cabin heating and
cooling. Piston-drivers new to the DLX are
consistently impressed by the smoothness
of the PT6A turbine engine coupled to an
adjustable Hartzell four-blade prop; the DLX
has a quiet vibration-free cabin. Owners
report that their passengers frequently
forego using headsets, and they happily
confess to feeling quite refreshed after a
typical three-hour flight. Rocket Engineering
retained the original air conditioning
system in the PA-46, and not surprisingly
inadequate cabin cooling remains a topic
of conversation at the MMOPA conventions.
Rocket Engineering introduced a smaller
pulley on the engine driven compressor
(higher rpm) with better cooling during
ground ops. However, the especially hot
summer season underscored the need for
adequate cooling during climb (high Ng)
and during low altitude (low Ng) operations.
Rocket Engineering expects to resolve this
issue by increasing the working pressure
of the air-conditioning system, with the
expectation that cooling efficiency would
improve for the entire JP fleet.
Engineering the DLX cabin for adequate
heat, especially while in the flight levels,
has been challenging. As in many

turbine designs, cabin heat is provided
by engine P3 bleed air. In the DLX, this
is supplemented by the electric heater
element native to the PA-46 design. During
the past two winters, several modifications
were introduced by RE; these included
increasing efficiency of the P3/cabin
heat exchanger and the addition of an
aft cabin fan to augment the circulation
of warmed air through the cabin. Pilot’s
are advised to initiate aggressive cabin
heating during (high-power) climb when
the engine produces copious amounts of
heat. Heating the cabin is more difficult,
and takes more time, once the cabin is
cold-soaked in the flight levels. For several
owners, aftermarket cabin insulation
(to reduce sound levels) has had the
secondary benefit of improved cabin heat
retention. They report that cabin heating is
so good that their passengers are traveling
comfortably in shirt sleeves.

Performance/Payload

Aviation editorials frequently jest about
the perennial “need for speed” and the
religious pursuit of aircraft modifications
that make that elusive promise. Some
writers even go so far as to propose a
formula that establishes a “dollars per
knot” price tag for each incremental
speed increase, with a margin built-in
for “indicated airspeed inflation” typical
of many hangar stories. With respect
to the JetProp DLX, the availability of
560 shp at takeoff is a prescription for
an intoxicating climb rate of 3000 fpm
at sea level, and owners report a good
match between their own experiences
and performance figures in the POH.
The older PA-46 (Malibu) airframes achieve
reported top speeds near 265 KTAS. The
early (1989-1991) Mirage frames achieve
speeds close to 260 KTAS, and late
model (heaviest) Mirage airframes are
nearing speeds of 255 KTAS. Some
airframe characteristics reduce these
performance figures, such as radar pods
(reduction of 7 knots), improper rigging of
the landing gear and the empty weight of
the finished conversion. Darwin Conrad
has addressed the poor aerodynamics of
the main landing gear (especially in the
Malibu) by designing landing gear fairings.
Newly introduced in the spring 2001, the
fairings reduce the tendency of the main
gear to be drawn out of the wheel wells
at high airspeeds. Owners with this mod
report that less left rudder trim is needed
at cruise speeds, and owners of the Malibu
airframes report an increase in airspeed of
8-10 KTAS. The Mirage airframes are not
as susceptible to downward displacement
of the main gear, and those owners report
improvements of up to 5-7 KTAS.
cont.
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JetProp DLX Owners Report
The original design goals for the DLX
conversion included an increase in
maximum gross weight. Darwin Conrad
has recently gained FAA approval for a
218 lb. maximum gross weight increase
(takeoff weight of 4518 lbs.) The maximum
landing weight limitation of 4100 lbs. has
not been changed; therefore, fuel dump
valves are incorporated into the wing tanks
to unload fuel if needed to meet the weight
requirements for an emergency landing.
This upgrade is available to all JetProps,
but requires additional wiring in the early
production planes.

Airframe Customization & Avionics
Upgrades

Anticipating the downtime associated with
conversion, many owners have chosen to
improve their avionics panel and/or interior in
conjunction with the JetProp transplant. The
popular SX interior offered by SkyTech, Inc.,
has been successful in convincing several
owners to combine a comprehensive interior
upgrade with the JetProp conversion.
Other interior and paint shops also report
owners tying their JetProp conversion to
fresh paint and/or interior improvements.
Another common theme within the JP fleet
is avionic panel makeovers by Western
Avionics in Spokane. This avionics shop
provides contract services to RE for panel
and avionics work associated with each
standard conversion, and naturally, the
owners request panel upgrades. Despite
this close association, owners have
experienced excessive downtimes and
limited success in simultaneously managing
their panel upgrade during the conversion
of the airframe. The folks at RE have come
to appreciate the customer demand for an
integrated factory process that includes an
avionics upgrade with the PT6A engine
conversion. They are now turning their
attention to designing and implementing
an expanded DLX offering to include an
avionics and panel upgrade.

Piloting

The MMOPA website message board
has hosted the occasional thread on
“differences” between the JetProp DLX
and the Piper factory-production turbine,
the Meridian. Pilots who have flown both
models, including instructors specializing in
the PA-46 fleet, note that ground handling
and taxi is easier in both the DLX and the
Meridian, as compared to the piston PA46 models. Due to differences in aircraft
weight and power limitations at take-off,
climb performance is better in the DLX
at lower altitudes. The Meridian sustains
better climb performance in the flight levels
as it has more available power up to its
service ceiling. For rapidly and efficiently
escaping ice conditions both aircrafts
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(continued)

perform admirably. One area of piloting
technique emphasized for both aircraft is
careful attention to airspeed control at low
altitudes. Bust redline is easy, and alarms
are used to assist the pilot in staying
alert for over-speed conditions. As an
IFR platform, both airplanes have all the
characteristics admired in the PA-46, and
both are wonderful to fly in the enroute and
approach environments. Handling both in
the low and high altitude environments is
classical PA-46, with no adverse qualities.
Landing the JetProp DLX requires careful
management of airspeed and energy. The
plane will float if airspeeds are excessive
over the fence, and due to the big propeller,
rapid power changes cause large changes
in pitch. Successful landings are keyed
to precise reductions in airspeed, small
changes to power and prop settings, and
on the recognition that ground effect will
have an impact on aircraft performance
near the runway. The DLX has been known
to porpoise on landing, and a prop strike
can be the result (in a fashion similar to the
Mooney). With proper attention to details,
however, the DLX rewards the pilot with
consistent and smooth landings. Finally,
crosswind landings seem to be somewhat
easier to manage in the JetProp; perhaps
the increased prop wash across the large
PA-46 rudder gives the pilot more rudder
authority to use in crosswind situations.

Training

The transition from piston to turbine flying is
closely managed by aircraft manufacturers
and insurance companies. Access to
affordable insurance for the DLX has
been closely linked with formal transition
training. Flight Safety International (FSI),
in partnership with Rocket Engineering,
developed the simulator and curriculum for
transition training in the DLX. This program
has been in place for about two years under
the direction of Robert Woodward at FSI
Lakeland. Darwin Conrad has insisted that
every new JetProp owner attend training at
FSI prior to arriving at Spokane for aircraft
delivery. This maximizes the benefits of the
factory training in acquainting the owner with
his or her newly converted aircraft.
Mr. Woodward notes that JP owners are
highly motivated pilots, “…they all come
well prepared. This is a competent group
of pilots. When they arrive at Flight Safety
they have done their homework and their
general piloting skills are above average.”
For pilots without turbine experience one
major challenge faced by FSI instructors
is teaching a working knowledge and an
understanding of turbine engine theory
and operation. Flight Safety places
significant emphasis on getting piston pilots
comfortable with their new turbine engine.

After five days, a level of comfort is achieved
with routine tasks such as engine starts,
avoiding hot starts, propeller governor
operation, emergency procedures during
abnormal power conditions, as well as
general engine operation and limitations.
One common deficiency Woodward notes
among many transitioning pilots is proficient
operation of the KFC-150 autopilot and the
flight director typically installed in the PA-46
series. As the JetProp has a vigorous climb
profile and ample power at low altitudes,
proper management of aircraft energy is
vital if altitude busts and excess airspeeds
are to be prevented. FSI trains each pilot
to focus attention on Vertical Speed and
Altitude Modes and thorough the use of the
flight director. Significant emphasis is also
placed on autopilot-coupled IFR operations
with the flight director.
Many pilots owned their PA-46 in its piston
version, but Woodward has nevertheless
chosen to emphasized high-altitude
operations and emergencies. He notes
that, “…we used to do emergency
descents and the high-altitude certification
in our Cheyenne simulator. But that just
wasn’t adequate. So, with FAA approval
we now do the high-altitude training in the
JetProp simulator. We can now train pilots
in emergency procedures specific to the
airplane, including donning an oxygen
mask while managing an emergency
descent.” As one would expect, owner
feedback on the quality of FSI initial and
recurrent training parallels the maturation
of the program. Graduates applaud the
quality of the instruction and the ability of
the simulator to ingrain an appreciation of
turbine engine operation. The panel and
switchology is true to the JetProp, as are
many of the avionics typically installed
in the PA-46 series. Overall simulator
behavior relative to speed management
and emergency procedures makes the
simulator popular, too. Grades for the
instructors are consistently high, and
owners are returning to FSI for recurrent
training both in the simulator and in their
airplanes, and for IFR refresher work.
Planned improvements to the simulator
reflect changes to the standard avionics
suite installed in many DLX conversions.
Flight Safety expects to have a Garmin
430 in their JetProp panel, and finally, they
recognize that ground proximity systems,
the Sandel SN 3308, and TCAS systems are
becoming more prevalent in the fleet.

Cost/Maintenance

Discussing aircraft operating costs,
especially within the context of converted
airframes, is fraught with difficulties.
Operating costs to JP owners seems to
reflect the unique history of their particular

airframe, more so than the details specific
to the DLX conversion. The comprehensive
JetProp warranty has been an important
selling point for many owners who have
endured piston-engine ownership. Overall
engine maintenance costs are sharply
decreased in the JP fleet, and scheduled
inspections of the engine are not nearly
as costly as those associated with piston
engines. As the fleet is relatively young,
the five-hundred hour inspection of the
turbine engine is now arriving for many
owners; although more extensive than the
lower-hour inspections, no surprises are
being reported. As mentioned earlier in
this article, airframe squawks require the
investment of major maintenance dollars
and are unrelated to the conversion. In
one noteworthy way, the predominant
sentiment expressed about maintenance
is one of relief. Owners appreciate the
significant reduction in maintenance woes
and headaches after this conversion.
The DLX burns an average of 35-37 gallons
per hour of Jet-A, and a recent fuel price
survey shows wide price variations across
the country, ranging from a low of $1.80 to
a high of $3.35 per gallon.
Insurance costs vary by pilot experience and
value of airframe. Premiums reported on the
MMOPA website message board range from
$12,000 to $24,000 per year, depending on
pilot experience, hull values, and liability
coverage. Be forewarned, however: do
not expect insurance coverage if you have
less than 1000 hours of total flight time,
including 250 hours in retractables, and
an IFR rating.

Warranty

JP owners consistently mention their
satisfaction and reliance on warranty
service by Rocket Engineering. This is a
regular theme and is in sharp contrast to
the experience with piston PA-46 aircraft.
A few examples: One owner reported
damage to the engine compressor section
(FOD) due to a rivet lost from the inertial
separator assembly within the air intake.
Rocket Engineering responded rapidly to
resolve the problem, and the entire repair
was accomplished within 48 hours. They
provided full warranty coverage for repairs to
the intake system, and warranty was applied
for field repair of several compressor blades
by P&W.
Another owner applauded the commitment
shown by both P&W and RE after his
JetProp suffered a hard “porpoise” landing,
which resulted in a collapsed nose gear,
prop strike, and engine stoppage. His
local maintenance facility, ASI in the Twin
Cities, undertook engine removal and
priority shipping to the P&W repair facility

in West Virginia. The owner explained, “I
was amazed with Pratt and Whitney. They
had the engine torn down, repaired, and
returned all within 3 weeks of getting it!
Major items included replacement of the
#3 roller bearing [power turbine] and #6
ball bearing [prop.] Pratt & Whitney repaired
the first compressor stage [because of
ingestion of damaged cowl parts] and
the power and compressor turbines, as
well as their respective shrouds, which
showed evidence of scuffing that needed
maintenance as well. What was interesting
to me was no damage to the [prop] reduction
gearbox.” This owner went on to lament
the slow delivery of a new firewall from New
Piper, Inc. which delayed the reassembly
of his aircraft. Besides coordinating and
consulting with ASI on the rebuilding of his
airplane, RE sent a technical representative
to the ASI facility in order to expedite the
final steps of engine/airframe reassembly.
Finally, this aircraft returned to the RE factory
in Spokane for a “fine-tuning of my newly
repaired airplane with special attention to
the small details that only the factory could
address.” This owner is delighted with his
JetProp and speaks in glowing terms of the
effort made to get him flying again.
Many JP buyers have returned to the factory
for a “factory-evaluation” of their JetProp,
and the installation of upgrades. These
visits permit owners to refresh themselves
with the engineering behind the conversion,
and gives RE an opportunity to review the
field experience of their design. With these
factory visits, owners report superb service
and rapid turn-around of their aircraft, as
well as noticeable improvements in aircraft
performance and handling. In fact, they
encourage regular communications with
the RE factory as an important aspect of
their maintenance and ownership activities.
For those not wishing to return to Spokane,
field upgrades and modifications of the JP
can be integrated into routine maintenance
activities at various facilities around the
country.

The Only Way to Fly

“The small but annoying details that would
irritate any airplane owner are assuaged
by Darwin Conrad and the Rocket
Engineering staff, making the DLX one of
the most enjoyable airplanes to own.” This
sentiment was heard time and time again,
and represents a thought often expressed
during my research for this article. One
example is the considerable accumulation
of exhaust soot on the sides of the airplane
after only a few hours of flight. Getting
or doing a cleanup between flights has
been a minor nuisance for many owners.
Darwin Conrad stepped in to address this
“cosmetic” issue by taking the time and
making the effort to re-design the engine

exhaust stacks to drastically reduce soot
stains. Rocket Engineering has made this
mod inexpensive and easy to accomplish
for any DLX in the field. Conrad has made
added efforts to maximize the safety
and reliability of the turbine installation,
and one notable improvement was
accomplished by adding auto-ignitors,
which automatically activate the engine
ignition system at low power settings. This
safety feature diminishes the likelihood of
engine flameout. The auto-ignitors are now
standard equipment, but they too can be
retrofitted at an owners’ request.
The JetProp DLX has been an evolving
aircraft design that has clearly satisfied the
market. If you want to own a superb cabinclass single-engine turbine aircraft, while
catching a large dose of first-rate factory
and warranty support, with performance as
promised, accompanied by a reduction in
your worry factor; then test fly the JetProp
DLX. You will not be disappointed.

Dan’s first experience in private aircraft was as
a teenager. He commuted to Albany, N.Y. via
a C-172 to take the first approved motorcycle
drivers’ education course offered in the state.
With diverted school loan monies, and a
supportive cousin at his side, Dan began his
flying career at TEB in the mid-1970’s. He
knew he had met his soul-mate, when his longtime girlfriend continued to fly with him after
enduring a high and hot landing to a 2000ft.
strip only weeks after earning his private ticket.
Fellowship training at the National Institutes
of Health brought Dan to the oldest public
airpark in continuous operation in the U.S. at
College Park, MD, for his instrument ticket.
Also a short 2300 ft. strip, College Park gave
Dan urgent reason to improve his short-field
landing techniques. The following year,
Dan began an aircraft partnership that has
endured to this day. Since the mid-1980’s the
partnership has owned a Piper Arrow, Mooney
201, and Mooney 252 (which won “Best of” at
Kerrville.) In 1998, the partnership acquired
Sandy Rand’s PA-46, N126SR. After suffering
a premature failure of the main bearings in
mid-1999, Dan and his partners took delivery
of JetProp #23 in April, 2000, and have never
looked back.
All Copyrights reserved by Dan Lawson.
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Notes From MMOPA Headquarters
by Russ Caauwe

“There is no reason to fly through a
thunderstorm in peacetime.”

Michael McMahon
Wilton, CT

I guess that applies to icing in winter too!

Stevan Pearce
N22VM
Hobbs, NM

-Sign over Squadron Ops desk at Davis-Mothan
AFB, AZ 1970

Russ Caauwe
Executive Director
Russ has been crazy about
airplanes all of his life. He
obtained his license in Norfolk,
Nebraska, at the age of 17.
Entering the Air Force at 19,
Russ served two years as an
airborne radar mechanic. In
1950, he was accepted for pilot
training, and after graduation, was
commissioned as a 2nd Lt. and
pilot. Russ served in the 82nd
Fighter Squadron, flying F-94’s
and F-89’s, in Iceland, where he
met his wife Bjorg (Bea).
After completing his tour with the
76th Fighter Squadron in Presque
Isle, Maine, Russ pursued various
business interests, including life
as a Customer Engineer for IBM;
later as President of his own data
processing company; and finally,
as a corporate pilot, from which
he retired in 1997, having enjoyed
over 3,500 hours flying a 1984
Malibu, and a 1989 Mirage.

Plans are under way for our convention in
Tucson Sep 25th – 28th. The location is great,
and best of all we will have an airport more
or less to ourselves. The weather should be
good. If there are thunderstorms, they will be
air mass type that don’t move much and are
usually 1-2 miles in diameter. Don’t fly through
one of these….it is usually dumping rain like
water from a fire hose.
I’m still in the “detective” business. Many
of you are still sending me checks without
anything on them to indicate who they are
from. So far, by doing an intense data base
search I have been able to identify them, but
it sure would be easier if you could put either
your name or the Invoice number somewhere
on the check.
Our Malibu/Mirage Safety and Training
Foundation is still not getting the support it
needs to survive. This is a valuable program.
In the interest of safe operation of your aircraft,
you really should think about signing up for
one of these sessions. At $495 it is a bargain.
Mona and the instructors have put much work
into making this a good learning experience. It
is your chance to get some additional attention
to things not covered in your annual recurrent
training. Session this year are in Vero Beach
(Mar 22-24), Portland Oregon (Jun 7-9th),
Groton CT (Aug 9th-11th), and Eden Prairie, MN
(Nov 8th-10th). Call me if you need a registration
form or information.
Fly safe!

NOTICE

For any questions regarding next
year’s M•MOPA convention, please
call

Bill Alberts

John Morton
N4188A
Heber Springs, AR

John lists his occupation as “Building Materials”.
He has a Mirage and has over 1400 hours. He
currently holds a Private license with an instrument
rating.

Convention Coordinator

tel: (843) 785-9358
fax: (843) 785-7567

Rick Tutt
Stockton, CA

Rick is an instructor. He holds a Commercial
license with ratings of ASEL, AMEL Instructor
Instrument.
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Michael is an Investment Banker. He has over 400
hours and holds ASEL and Instrument ratings.

Stevan lists his occupation as Manager at Gree,
Inc. He is a 9000 hour pilot, holding an ATP
license with Multi and Instrument ratings. He
has a Malibu.

Paul Himes
N888PK
Fairfax, VA

Paul is CEO of Himes Island Air, LLC. He has over
1200 hours and holds SEL Instrument and MEL
Instrument ratings. He has a 310 Malibu.

Stuart Ashmun
N694CM
Austin, TX

Stuart has a Mirage. He has over 2150 hours
and holds SELl/Instrument and Comm/RotorWing ratings.

Stephen Comisky
Ascot, Brisbane
Australia

Stephen is a Property Developer. He has over 300
hours and a PPL license.

Keith Barr
N715BB
Pleasant Grove, UT

Keith is President and COO of Echopass Corp. He
has over 700 hours and holds SEL and Instrument
ratings.

Andrew Wilson
Philadelphia, PA

Andy is CEO of S. Walter Packaging Corp. He is
the the process of buying a Malibu and will have
a tail number soon. He is a Private licensed pilot
and holds Multi/Instrument ratings.

Robert Kushner
N904TM
Morgan Hill, CA

Robert is President of National Productions. He
has a JetProp and has over 3300 hours flight time.
He holds a Private license and has an Instrument
Rating.

Phil Lambrechts
Elgin, IL

Phil lists his occupation as “New Business
Development”. He has over 1500 hours and
holds a Commercial license with Mult, Instrument
and CFI ratings.

Joe Shull
N72VG
Baton Rouge, LA

Joe is a Consultant. He has a Mirage and has SEL
and Instrument ratings. He has over 610 hours.

Gene Quesnoy
Visalia, CA

Gene is a previous member who has rejoined.
Welcome back Gene!

Darby Bennett
N715LM
Harlan KY

Darby owns a JetProp. He didn’t include any other
information, so I guess that’s all we can report.

Steven Atlass
N92811
Haverford, PA

Steven has a Mirage. He holds a Private license
with over 1500 hours. His ratings are MEL and
Instrument.

Don Catalano
N750DC
Commack, NY

Don has over 1200 hours and holds an Instrument
rating. His aircraft type is “Other”.

Mark Claprood
Framingham, MA

Mark is Sales Manager (Aviation Headsets) for
Bose Corporation. Welcome to MMOPA Mark!

Nancy Piloto
Pembroke Pines, FL

Nancy is Sales Assitant for Socata Aircraft in
Florida.

Horacio Baioes
G-WADI
Bucks, U.K.

Horacio is a Business Owner. He has a Mirage
and holds a PPL_A license with Night, PA-46, and
IMC ratings.

Ted Lyon
N9280K
Mesquite, TX

Ken Moyle
N94KM
Yucca Valley, CA

Ken’s aircraft is a JetProp. He is President of
Moyle’s Health Care, Inc. He holds a Private
license with MEL and Instrument ratings. He has
nearly 2400 hours total time.

Ken Polley
N462LT
Bonita Springs, FL

Ken is Chairman of Corp Wings. He has a Mirage
and holds a Private license, Instrument Land/Sea
ratings and has over 1600 hours.

Dewey Stringer
Houston, TX

Dewey’s occupation is “Exploration”. He has
over 2000 hours and holds an instrument rating
and SEL.

Don Fike
N500SE
Galesburg, IL

Don is owner of RFMS Inc. He has a new Meridian,
and holds a Private license with an instrument
rating. He has over 3700 hours total time.

Jeff Miller
N4360V
Fremont, CA

Jeff is Sr VP Engineering for ICTV in Fremont, CA.
He has a 310 Malibu. He holds a Private license
with MEL and Instrument ratings. He has over
800 hours.

Donald J. Stern
N4163S
Portland, OR

Donald is the founder of Homax Corp. He has a
2000 Mirage and has over 1200 hours. He holds
a Private license with SEA and IFR ratings.

Angel Iscovich
Santa Barbara, CA

Angel is a former member who sold his Malibu,
but is now thinking about getting another one. So,
welcome back! He is a 1020 hour Private pilot
with an Instrument rating.

Richard Jones
N582AS
Payson, AZ

Richard owns a JetProp. He has over 700
hours with a Private license. He holds SEL and
Instrument ratings.

Peter McMillan
N812RW
San Francisco, CA

Peter has over 1600 hours and holds ASEL, ASES,
AMEL, and Instrument ratings.

Lyle James
New York, NY

Lyle is an investor. He holds a Private license and
an Instrument Rating. He has over 300 hours.

Steven Teerlink
N146ZF
Salt Lake City, UT

Steven has a 310 Malibu. He holds a Private
license with an Intrument rating. He has over
1700 hours.

Gene Lanham
N4312V
Avon, CO

Gene has a 310 Malibu and has over 5000
hours. He holds a Commercial license with SEL,
Instrument and Glider ratings. He is retired.

Charles “Spaz” Burnett
Germantown, TN

Charles has over 2500 hours and hold ASMELI
ratings.

Jay Gordon
Rockwood Ontario

Jay has a new Meridian. He has over 400 hours
and hold ASEL and Rotary ratings.

Danny Langston
Tallahassee, FL

Danny Langston lists his occupation as FBO/
New Piper Dealer. He has over 2000 hours and
has been a vendor at our conventions for some
time.

Ted is a Developer and owns Lyon Properties. He
has a Mirage and hold a Private license with an
Instrument Rating.
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VK Aircraft
new ad supplied

New Eclipse 1/2 pg ad
printer has file

ASI / Modern Aero 1/2 pg ad
printer has film

MMOPA Classifieds
Hangar Home for Sale:

1989 Malibu Mirage

Executive 2 story pool home,
Mediterranean Style with a tile roof,
custom built. Magnificent kitchen for two
chefs. 3-4-5 bedrooms, two firplaces,
guest suite, media room, office, hugh
pantry, 3 car garage and the fully airconditioned HANGAR will accommodate
a Piper Malibu. $875,000 For additional
information, contact Spruce Creek Fly-In
Realty 800-932-4437

Two partners wanted to take a 1/3 interest
in a 1989 Malibu Mirage based in Orlando
FL. Beautiful airplane with approx 1420
hrs. TT approx 900 hrs since top overhaul.
Airplane is equipped with all the best
instrumentation. Excellent maintenance
record. Same owner and sole pilot for
over 10 years. Plane logs approx. 120
hrs. per year. Contact: Fred C. Edwards
– fedwards@allcash.net - (407)402-9956

FLORIDA Spruce Creek Fly-in

GPS MANUALS

America’s Premier Fly-In Community.
4,000' paved lighted runway, paved
taxiways, full service FBO, golf and tennis
Country Club, 24 hour security, 15 minutes
from Daytona Beach International Airport
and the Ocean. Pilots Serving Pilots. Pat
and Lenny Ohlsson, Spruce Creek Fly-In
Realty. Website: www.fly-in.com.
800-932-4437. Evening 386-761-8804.

for beginners and users are now available
for the Garmin GNS 430 and GNS 530, as
well as the King KLN 89B/KLN 94, KLN
90B, KLN 900. These task-oriented, pilotfriendly manuals lead you step-by-step
through the most useful enroute and
approach operations. Includes description
of all pages. KLN 90B and KLN 900 are
$34.95, all others $39.95. Add $6 for s&h.
Outside US add $6 more. ZD Publishing,
Inc., PO Box 3487, Wichita KS 67201. Ph
888-310-3134,
www.zdpublishing.com.

1997 MALIBU MIRAGE PA46-350
FOR SALE

S/n 4636091 460 hours with new engine
TIO-540-AE2A s/n RL-6955-61A 70
hours. Skywatch TCAS on Garmin 430
slaved to Sandel 2230 and autopilot.
Based London, England. $600,000
Details and pictures on www.g-pall.com.
Phone: 011-44-7748-111444
email: marcus@bicknell.com
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AVIATION TRAINING MANAGEMENT, INC.
call:

(772) 778-7815

OverDLX
40JETPROP
years
combined
APPROVEDexperienceTRAINING
high time instructors
John Mariani

trained to exacting insurance
and FAA standards on all aircraft and flight
management
systems

Roy Bolling
Dick Rochfort

Ron Cox-Owner
President of
ATM

THE BEST
TRAINING AT
SENSIBLE
PRICES
Malibu/Mirage
Jetprop
Meridian
Initial, Refresher and
Supplemental Training
Courses

MFD, EFIS,
GPS, AP/FD
Model Specific
Training

Post Office Box 2611
Vero Beach, Florida 32961

website: www.AviationTrainingATM.com
email: AVIATION_TRAINING@COMPUSERVE.COM
fax: (772) 778-9958

Insurance approved for factory equivalent initial and recurrent training

gets you there fast
(and for

a lot less cash)

What would you say if we told you that we
could turn your 310-hp or 350-hp pistonpowered Malibu or Malibu Mirage into a firebreathing, 560-shp turboprop? And what
would you do with all the money we could
save you by choosing a JetPROP Conversion
Vs. the standard "out-of-the-box" type
solution? Before you make a decision to
upgrade your aircraft, give us a call and find
out why our smart, value for the dollar
JetPROP Conversion Package will give you
everything you want without paying extra for it.

Proven Performance, Precision, Perfection.
SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
6427 E. Rutter Road 99212

For more information call: 509-535-4401
Visit us on line at: w w w. j e t p r o p . c o m

New Skytech Ad
Printer has file

Advertising Rates . . .
Display Rates

Full Page Black & White $ 375.00
Full Page Full Color $ 1,375.00
Half Page Black & White $ 175.00
Half Page Full Color $ 875.00
2 page spread Black & White $ 650.00
2 page spread Full Color $ 1,975.00
2 page center spread Full Color $ 2,120.00
Inside Front Cover Full Color $ 1,450.00
Inside Back Cover Full Color $ 1,450.00
Back Cover Full Color Only $1,825.00
Guaranteed ad placement - Display rate plus 20%

Classified Rates

The classified advertising section includes
used aircraft, services and used equipment.

Classified Ad with Photograph

Base cost is $100 each issue it runs:
Base cost includes a 4-color photo image and 45 words.
Ads over 45 words are billed at $1.00 per word
A one-time setup fee will be applied as follows:
$50 for digital image (jpg or tif, 3x5 @ 300dpi)
$75 for slide or print

Classified Ad without Photograph
Base cost is $45 each issue it runs:

Minimum ad length is up to 45 words.
Ads over 45 words are billed at $1.00 per word.
Full payment must accompany your advertisement.

Advertising Placement

Ad Specifications, Scheduling and Contact Information
Victoria Marasco • MDS
(512) 306-1988 • Fax (512) 263-3200
Send all ad materials to the Publisher:
MDS Creative Studio
809 N. Cuernavaca Dr.
Austin, TX 78733
Publisher reserves the right to
refuse or withdraw advertising.

Training Update...
The following facilities offer initial and/or
recurrent training for the Malibu•Mirage
Aviation Training Management
Vero Beach, Florida
(561) 778-7815
Initial & Refresher
by Appointment

Eclipse International, Inc.
St. Petersburg, Florida
(727) 822-1611
Initial and Refresher
with Mary Bryant at
St. Petersburg or
Customer’s Location

Roger Aviation Company
Eden Prairie, Minnesota
1-888-943-2837
Initial and Recurrent
Training

Flight Safety International
Lakeland, Florida
1-800-726-5037

Initial and Recurrent
Training

SimCom Training Centers
Vero Beach, Florida
1-800-272-0211
Initial & Refresher
by Appointment

Advertising Insertion Fees are required
prior to production of publication.
Electronic files only.
Overall magazine size is
8-3/8" x 10-7/8".

Events Calendar . . .

12th Annual Convention - September 25-29, 2002

LaPaloma Resort in Tucson, Arizona

Helpline . . .

316-728-8634
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